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This is the story of modern history’s most treacherous and terrifying dictator.Stalin was a man of
many facets: he studied for the priesthood, he was a romantic poet, a bank-robber, an assassin,
a revolutionary, a ruthless leader, and, for a time, one of the two most powerful men in the
world.But after he took power he was also one of the bloodiest and cruellest leaders in all
history. He cracked an iron whip over Russia and Eastern Europe as millions fell to his
purges.His bizarre, sinister life was matched only by his strange death in 1953 and his
subsequent fall and condemnation by his successors.Praise for Robert Payne:‘A whale of a
book … extremely readable, the verve and gusto of the writing are unflagging to the end’ - The
Spectator‘A prodigious biography… Fascinating. Valuable’ - New York Herald Tribune‘A triumph
of biography … a clear and fluent style, a powerful picture of one of the most influential men in
European History’ - Will Durant‘Few writers have come closer to capturing the spiritual essence
of their subject’ - Harrison Salisbury‘A gripping wide-read chronicle, narrated with a wealth of
detail, colour and documentation. Once you become enmeshed in the book’s tentacles of
intrigue, it takes you by the throat’ - Saturday Review SyndicateRobert Payne (1911-1983) had
over a hundred books published on a wide range of subjects during his lifetime. Critics raved
about ‘his vast erudition,’ ‘his magic power over words,’ and that rare ability ‘to capture the
spiritual essence of his subject.’ The Russian series, in particular The Life and Death of Lenin
and The Rise and Fall of Stalin, raised his reputation as biographer to enormous stature.
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important assistance in elucidating some textual problems connected with the poems, and Mr
George Gamkrelidse kindly set up two of the poems on his private printing press. This was
especially useful because they could not otherwise have been reproduced.Dr Alexandra Adler
and Dr Robert H. Orth gently guided me through a number of medical problems. Dr Adler helped
me especially with the medical bulletins and communiqués, and was no less helpful in her
suggestions concerning the psychological forces working on Stalin. Dr Orth carefully examined
the evidence concerning Stalin’s withered arm, and generously gave me the benefit of his long
professional experience.To Mr Joseph Carter, bookman extraordinary and perennial student of
Marxism, I am grateful for help in tracking down rare books. I would never have found, or even
known about, Stalin’s Speeches on the American Communist Party without his assistance.To Dr
Alexander Kerensky I owe more than I can say. Many conversations with the youthful giant
helped me to feel my way through the year 1917, and as always he was wise and generous in
his counsels. As the sole survivor among those who wielded power in that year of many
nightmares, he lends grace to our own age of nightmares; and being with him was to know that
nightmares can have an end.Finally I owe a special debt to Mr Michael V. Korda, who perfectly
fulfilled the functions of an editor by not changing a word of the text, while in all other matters
offering his kindly and unstinted assistance.IntroductionAs they carried him out of the
mausoleum,there came through the chinks of the coffina small breath of steam.But the man
inside remained silent —threateningly silent,Sullenly clenching his fists,those embalmed
fists,While he pressed himself against the chinks,pretending to be dead...*So the Russian poet
Evgeny Yevtushenko[1] described the strange scene when the body of Stalin was removed from
the Lenin mausoleum on the Red Square in Moscow one winter’s day in 1961. Only a few hours
before Stalin had been lying under a sheet of crystal, a reddish light shining on his wrinkled face,
with banners around him, near the body of Lenin. The son of an obscure cobbler, he had
become during the last years of his life the most powerful man on earth. No emperor had ever
enjoyed the power he possessed. He had taken the world by the throat, and forced it to do his
will. He was one of the world-shakers, and when he died in 1953 it was thought proper that his
remains should be exhibited as an object of reverence and worship in the Lenin mausoleum, the
holy of holies of the Soviet empire. Now he was being removed to a burial place reserved for
lesser heroes of the revolution.When Stalin’s body was removed from the mausoleum, obscure
and long-forgotten rites of expiation were being invoked. A dead god was being transformed into
a dead man, a dead emperor was being dethroned, a dead criminal was being executed. The
ritual murder of a dead murderer was being performed, as it might have been performed among
ancient Scythian tribesmen. But far more than a ritual murder was at stake. The Supreme Soviet
and the Central Committee, which decreed the punishment now being inflicted on the corpse of
Stalin, were attempting to absolve themselves from responsibility for his crimes. They were
saying: ‘We are not responsible, we are casting him away, he is not one of us! He committed



such terrible crimes that we will have none of him.’ For nearly thirty years Stalin had ruled
tyrannically over Russia. History, too, was being consigned to oblivion.There were many besides
Yevtushenko who believed that nothing was changed by the act of removing Stalin to a burial
place a hundred yards from the Lenin mausoleum. He was still alive, his influence was still
spreading over Russia. His fists were clenched, he was watching everything that happened
through the chinks of the coffin and he was only pretending to be dead.*In the following pages I
have attempted to draw a portrait of the living Stalin, who pretends to be dead. I wanted to see
him as he was, face to face, when he was in command of Russia’s destiny, and to learn what
became of him after his death, and how he died his many deaths. I especially wanted to see him
going about his daily affairs, sustaining himself, as men do, on his hopes and ambitions, his
pleasures and affections. There was a time when his name inspired the utmost fear, the utmost
reverence; he was adored as men have rarely been adored, and cursed as they have rarely been
cursed. Few men in history have begun so obscurely and risen to such heights of power and
eminence. By what accidents, what innate talents did he achieve his high position? I wanted to
know why he behaved as he did, and how he succeeded in dominating a vast and virile country
for nearly thirty years.In the nature of things a life of Stalin is not for those with weak nerves.
Terror, naked and unadorned, was his accomplice; the terrors of the day and night stalked
through his life. There were no treacheries or cruelties he was incapable of performing, no vows
or promises he was incapable of breaking. There was something terrifyingly mechanical in his
murders, so that he comes at last to resemble the harrowing machine in Franz Kafka’s story ‘In
the Penal Colony’, which inscribed on the body of the condemned man a labyrinth of mysterious
lines pricked out with needles. When an explorer came upon the machine, he asked for an
explanation of the inscriptions written in blood. ‘It’s no calligraphy for schoolchildren,’ said the
officer. ‘It needs to be studied closely.’So with Stalin. What he wrote on the living body of Russia
was no calligraphy for schoolchildren, and needs to be studied closely. We need to know how he
rose to power, and what he did with his power, and what wounds he left, and whether they can
be healed. We need to know, too, how he bent his accomplices to his will, and why he visited so
much punishment on his own people, and why he went to such pains to create his own legend.
Was he an isolated phenomenon, or a portent of worse things to come? Who were his
ancestors, and who became his heirs? They are questions of some importance, since over large
areas of the world his influence can still be felt.How it could have happened that a man of
Stalin’s intellectual attainments could have ruled over so many people for so long a time, and
murdered so many people, and caused so much harm and havoc in the world, may never be
wholly explained. Here and there we shall find dark areas in his life where we cannot penetrate.
Shadows fall over him; he vanishes; out of the darkness comes a voice pleading for pity. When
we see him again he is the genial storekeeper puffing calmly on his pipe, wondering what all the
fuss was about. Yet there were times when he seems to have known he was evil, a curse on an
unhappy land.Though he liked to enshroud himself in mystery, and enjoyed all the arts of
silence, nevertheless he was continually revealing himself. We know what he was doing through



most of his mature life. There exists a precise chronology of his actions, which is as interesting
for its deliberate omissions and inaccuracies as for its repeated claims of having performed
great and daring acts at critical moments of Russian history. He wrote much about himself, and
especially enjoyed rewriting the books he commissioned others to write for him. His style is
readily recognizable. He will insert a paragraph here and there or rewrite a whole chapter to suit
his imaginary portrait of himself. So we find in books ostensibly written by Barbusse, Yaroslaysky
and Beria long passages of authentic autobiography. Like all dictators he took a deep pleasure
in reviewing his life.We have his early poems, his speeches, articles and proclamations, the
testimonies of those who served him and of those who suffered at his hands, together with the
reminiscences of innumerable diplomats, correspondents and party officials. We have an
abundance of films and photographs, and there exists a generous collection of tape recordings
of his speeches. Only a handful of his letters have been published, but he did not express
himself well in letters and it is unlikely that he maintained a large correspondence. Lenin kept
voluminous notebooks, and his preliminary sketches for articles and speeches occasionally
survive, permitting us to catch his thought on the wing. We have nothing like this from the pen of
Stalin. Lenin enjoyed writing, and his collected works amount to fifty fat volumes in small type.
The collected works of Stalin, who wrote with some difficulty, amount to thirteen thin volumes in
large type. Though he was constantly revising and distorting his own writings, he gives a clear
image of himself and the distortions follow an established pattern. He never learned to hide
himself, though he spent a good deal of his life making the attempt.Like Lenin he was a man of
astonishing energy and determination, but he had none of Lenin’s gift for brilliant improvisation
and never knew when to stop. Lenin was supremely indifferent to popular fame; for Stalin fame
was the spur, and all his energies were subordinated to the creation and embellishment of his
legend. He lived long enough to believe the fictions he had invented about himself, even those
which were demonstrably untrue; and having a distaste for the truth and a love of falsehood he
came inevitably to live in a no man’s land where truth and falsehood became meaningless terms.
Lenin attracted men by his charm, by his enthusiasm and by his towering intellectual
attainments. Stalin had neither charm, nor enthusiasm, nor any real intellectual pretensions. His
gifts were of a minor order. Lenin called him grub, meaning that he was coarse, but that was to
underestimate his talents. Stalin raised coarseness to the pitch of genius.Throughout his life
everyone underestimated him, until it was too late. Wolf-like, he would prowl in the shadows, a
ghostly shape seen in the distance. People became accustomed to his ghostly presence, and
they were surprised when he came in for the kill.He belongs to a new species — the mass-
murderer, who kills without compunction and without enjoyment. He murdered by habit or out of
laziness, often without thought, because murder often solved problems which could be solved
with more difficulty by hard thinking. He was so ruthless in his betrayals and so adept at murder
that he came to resemble a force of nature rather than a human being; and he had no more pity
than a hurricane. For nearly thirty years this hurricane swept over Russia, crushing everything in
its path. He came to power when the revolution was exhausted and betrayed, and then



destroyed it. Out of its ruins he built a monument to himself.It is an enduring monument, and we
would be foolish if we thought his death had put an end to it. He is one of those who are always
returning from the dead. His ghost, his energy, remains. His successors have denied him, but
they speak with his authentic voice, imitate his gestures and console themselves for his absence
by embarking on the same crimes. There was a time not long ago when they called themselves
his faithful comrades-in-arms. Even now they cannot escape from his domination.So I have
studied Stalin as a man, but with the knowledge that he does not fit into any of the ordinary
patterns of human behaviour. He was larger than life and almost as large as death. The
convulsions he inflicted on his country had little to do with Marxist theory, of which he was
surprisingly ignorant; they arose from his incredible criminality, his fatal nihilism and habitual
ruthlessness, which placed him outside the context of humanity. This small, brooding, pock-
marked man with a crooked arm, black teeth and yellow eyes, was the greatest tyrant of his time,
and perhaps of all time.Prologue – The Knight in the Leopard Skin‘It is hard to deal with the heart
of man; it is mad alike in grief and joy; it is always wounded, the passing world is never whole for
him. He can only trust the world who is his own foe.’[2]Rusthaveli, from his epic poem, The
Knight in the Leopard SkinOver the land of Georgia between the Black Sea and the Caspian the
winds blow clean, and the vines and wheat grow in abundance, and there are few days in the
year when there is no sunshine. The air shimmers with the whiteness of the snows of the High
Caucasus, and all of Georgia lies on the southern slopes of those fiercely cragged mountains.
The rivers flow east and west, swiftly flashing, cutting deep gorges into the reddish-yellow earth.
The rains come in late spring, the autumns are mild, the winters sunlit. On the plains the
shepherds and drovers guard their herds, and orchards flower by the rivers, and in the high
mountains the ibexes with huge and heavy horns decorate the skyline. It is a smiling land, very
fertile, worked by an industrious and pleasure-loving people. The ancient Greeks called it
Colchis, the land of the Golden Fleece.In Georgia everything seems to have been devised to
give men pleasure. The shapes of the mountains and of the terraced plains and of the
tumultuous rivers have a pleasing luxuriance. Imagine southern Spain with the Alps behind it,
and you have Georgia. It is not quite paradise, for sometimes inexplicable savage winds rise in
the gorges and hurtle along the rivers, destroying everything in their path, and sometimes, too,
the leopards descend from the mountains to raid the sheepfolds. In the lowlands there are red
vipers.The mind of a people is coloured by its surroundings, and the Georgians are
temperamentally akin to their romantic landscape. They are a dark-eyed people, small and well-
built, with the melancholy, exuberance and violence characteristic of people who live in
subtropical lands. They delight in gestures, in drinking, in singing and in dressing up.
Traditionally, they make better warriors than statesmen, better poets than scholars. They are
fond of gallantry, and regard the Russians in much the same way as the Austrians regard
Prussians: too sober, too mechanical to be really alive. They have an intensity which disturbs the
Russians, and a gaiety which is altogether foreign to the Russian nature. They are quick to take
offence, and lavish in their friendships. They are deeply aware of their ancient traditions.The



kingdom of Colchis struck its own silver coins, traded with Persia and Greece and formed an
alliance with Corinth. Its wealth came from its wheat, which may have been the Golden Fleece of
the ancient legends. When Byzantium became the capital of the Roman Empire, Georgia
became Christian with its own church, its own patriarchs and its own saints. Christianity indeed
gave unity to a people who were continually being invaded, for a land so rich inevitably became
a prey to conquerors. The Sassanian Persians came in the sixth century, the Arabs in the
seventh, the Seljuk Turks in the eleventh. Each in turn ravaged the country, but the Arabs were
the most merciless. Then under Queen Tamara in the twelfth century the tide turned, and the
Georgians themselves became conquerors, occupying Armenia and the northern Caucasus,
and extending their rule over large areas of Persia. A magnificent civilization came to birth during
the Queen’s reign.From all over the Middle East philosophers and artists flocked to her court.
There was a great revival of learning, as Greek, Arab and Persian works were translated into the
Georgian tongue. A munificent treasury permitted the building of innumerable churches
elaborately decorated with frescoes and mosaics. For thirty years Georgia seemed to be the
centre of the earth.The queen was intelligent, beautiful, high-spirited and very feminine. The
court poets flattered her, and among the most disarming of these poets was Shotha Rusthaveli,
who dedicated to her his epic poem The Knight in the Leopard Skin written between AD 1198
and 1207. The poem begins with the coming to the throne of a legendary Arabian princess,
evidently modelled on Queen Tamara, ‘whose munificence was like a snowstorm whirling down
from the sky’. Her eyes, says the poet, shone like suns and her black eyelashes pierced the
heart. Veiled in gossamer silks, and robed in ermine, she appeared as an incarnation of
merciless beauty.But it was not so much for the sake of the visionary queen that generations of
Georgians read that immensely long epic. They read it chiefly because it celebrated an
extraordinary hero called Tariel, the knight in the leopard skin, who combined in himself so many
warring virtues and vices that he was like a man torn asunder by his own strangeness. Tariel is
the knight of the woeful countenance, stronger than a lion, weaker than a woman. He is by turns
gentle, affectionate, callous, passionate, ingeniously treacherous, long-suffering, murderously
cruel. When we see him first, he is weeping tears of blood for the sake of the long-lost Princess
Nesthan-Daredjan, who has been made captive by the demons and imprisoned in the
mysterious fortress of Kadjethi. Then he vanishes, and the knight Avthandil goes in search of
him, only to find that he is one of those who leave no traces on the earth. He vanished as
mysteriously as he appeared.Tariel is the spirit of evil, of brooding vengeance, of easy
conquests, of a pride so ferocious that it is always close to destroying him. He can kill a lion with
his bare hands and slice a man in two with a single stroke of his whip. There is something
primitive about him, and at the same time he possesses an air of excessive refinement. After
many years of wandering, Avthandil met him by the purest chance in a dark forest, and came to
know him as well as any man can come to know another. Avthandril says of him: ‘Longing slays
him, and lack of the sight of his gravedigger.’In love with longing and in love with death, Tariel
pursues his adventures, weeps, dreams of Nesthan-Daredjan, slaughters singlehandedly any



army which strays across his path, and calls upon God to witness that no hero has ever suffered
so deeply. Death-defying, he belongs to death. He descends from Prometheus, the Titan
chained to the Caucasian rock, the spirit of freedom channelled into a relentless will, as vast as
the mountain peak on which he dwells.Greek mythology, Persian legends, Byzantine epics,
ancient folklore all went into the composition of that portrait. Rusthaveli writes in a classic
tradition and borrows from whatever source pleases him, but what emerges is a living portrait of
a man haunted by demons and driving himself to the uttermost. He is the first of the purely
romantic heroes. Six hundred years before the Byronic hero emerged in England, he had
already come to birth in Georgia.Once when he was asked why he was weeping, Tariel
answered: ‘I weep because I am thinking of my destroyer.’ If he could, he would twist God’s neck
and bring down the heavens in ruins, because there must be some punishment reserved for the
God who threatened him and kept him so far from his beloved. Soviet critics have observed with
some satisfaction that Christ is never mentioned in the poem, and that when Tariel addresses
himself to God, he is addressing himself to the God of warriors. But The Knight in the Leopard
Skin is not wholly pagan. His nobility and generosity and the sweet temper which sometimes
succeeds in blunting his implacable desire for revenge have Christian sources. It is because he
is half-pagan and half-Christian that he belongs to no man’s land and feels that every hand is
against him.The minds and spirits of Georgians are steeped in knowledge of Tariel. For them,
even today, Tariel represents the national genius in its purest form, so that there is scarcely a
Georgian whose imagination has not in some way been profoundly affected by the image of the
hero clothed in a leopard skin and riding his black horse in the teeth of the world’s tempests. For
them, there is something immensely satisfying in the portrait of the restless hero who fears no
one on earth and finds cause for melancholy even in his own fearlessness.Even in translation
The Knight in the Leopard Skin is a work of quite astonishing magnificence. No other work by
Rusthaveli has come down to us, and little enough is known about him. He appeared during the
brief cultural renaissance which flourished in the reign of Queen Tamara. There is a legend that
he became treasurer of her court, fell hopelessly in love with the Queen, and when his suit was
rejected, he abandoned his high position, and became a monk in Jerusalem. In AD 1221 the
Mongols invaded Georgia and sacked the cities. The cultural renaissance of Georgia came to an
end as suddenly as it had begun.From the beginning the Georgians were aware that Rusthaveli
had created a masterpiece. He was another Homer, and they regarded him with bemused awe
and veneration. Seven cities claimed to be his birthplace. Like Homer, he gave shape and form
to the national ethos. Consciously or unconsciously, the Georgians follow in the footsteps of
Tariel.From Tariel’s soliloquies, and from some of the sayings of those he encountered, it is
possible to compose a kind of romantic catechism:My heart was born in the embers of a glowing
furnace. My path has been cut off, and I am caught in a snare.The world always does evil. The
sparks from its anvil burn me with eternal fires.To whom God gives a young cypress, from him
He withdraws the spear, though at first He lacerates the heart with it. He will grant us His mercy,
He will thunder it from heaven, He will turn our sorrow into joy.I forsook the haunts of men; the



retreats of goats and deer seemed a fitting abode for me; I roamed and trod the plains below
and the hills above.I am sundered from life, and death has become shy of me.To cure me
seemed hard even to Him who created me — therefore I roamed wild in the fields.Of all the foes
the most hateful is the friend-foe.Woe, O passing world, in falsehood thou art like Satan, none
can know thee well, where thy treachery is.The wise know the world, therefore they despise it: to
them it is contemptible.It is hard to deal with the heart of man; it is mad alike in grief and joy; it is
always wounded, the passing world is never whole for him. He can only trust the world who is his
own foe.He can only trust the world who is his own foe...So speaks Tariel, Prince of India, to the
Arabian knight Avthandil, and both, of course, are Georgians aware of the desperate feuds and
invasions which raged for centuries in Georgia, the families divided, at the mercy of conflicting
loyalties. The theme of the epic is treachery. The knight of the woeful. countenance, feeling
himself assailed by treachery on all sides, abandons the world and wreaks his vengeance on the
traitors. Yet, at the very end, when he comes to grips with the traitors, they seem to exist only in
his imagination, and the least convincing verses in the poem describe how Tariel stormed the
fortress of the treacherous demons who had carried off his beloved Nesthan-Daredjan.When at
last he discovers that almost inaccessible fortress, the demons fall like ninepins. He kills ten
thousand of them singlehandedly, wading through mountains of corpses, splintered armour and
sword blades. He enters the fortress with his face concealed in his helmet, a dark and
mysterious figure, more like a shadow than a man, and he discards the helmet only when he
catches sight of Nesthan-Daredjan. The lovers hurl themselves into one another’s arms and
weep for joy. The epic ends with the marriage of Tariel and Nesthan-Daredjan and the swearing
of eternal brotherhood between Tariel, Avthandil and Phridon, the King of the Seas, who helped
to conquer the fortress. As sovereigns, they rule the world peacefully between them. Then, says
the poet, ‘they poured down mercy like snow on all alike, they enriched orphans and widows and
the poor did not beg, they terrified evildoers, the lambs did not suck from strange ewes, within
their dominions the goat and the wolf fed together.’The poem ends with the dream of paradise,
and we are far removed from the brooding and savage Tariel who had brought the dream
about.Stalin read The Knight in the Leopard Skin both in his boyhood and when he was a
student at Tiflis, as we know from his friend Kapanadze, who claims to have lent him a copy of
the book, but even if he had not read the poem, he would have been unable to escape its
influence. Tariel was in the air men breathed, in the blood flowing through their veins, in the
shapes of the mountains, in the colours of the Georgian earth. Tariel was unescapable, and one
could no more escape from him than one could escape from oneself.For most Georgians Tariel
exists as a figure of romance, penetrating their lives and thoughts. They remember his audacity
and wilfulness, his reckless courage in the service of his beloved, his careless generosity and
self-sacrificing devotion, forgetting the other side of the coin. There were two Tariels, one
merciful, the other vengeful, and they were both contained in the same person. What is singular
in Stalin is how closely he came to resemble the dark Tariel, brooding, vengeful, contemptuous
of human life, dreaming of world conquest. He, too, could have said: ‘I am sundered from life,



and death has become shy of me.’ The merciless Tariel finds his latter-day exemplar in Stalin,
who also fought against demons — the demons who walk in the sunlight and the even more
dangerous demons who take up their abode in the imagination.This is not to say that Stalin
modelled himself on Tariel, but there were elements of Tariel in him. He became the dark Tariel
of the interminable feuds, treacheries and devastations, who thought nothing of slicing a man in
two with a whip if he got in the way, forgetting the bright Tariel who lived only to free the princess
from her dungeon and who wept inconsolably because he could not reach out to her. There was
no nobility in him, no kindness, no gentleness. While he resembles the dark Tariel, he also
resembles the typical Georgian abrek, the outlaw turned highwayman, who lives in the
mountains and makes a living by raiding the peaceful villagers at night, killing them in their beds
and vanishing in the dawn. Sometimes, too, these abreks would attack Tsarist convoys. In the
popular imagination they were endowed with superhuman courage and extraordinary daring,
and they were always represented as being completely merciless.In that restless country there
were always outlaws. History and geography conspired to make them inevitable; and they
became more prominent and more powerful after the Russian conquest. So many tribes went to
form Georgia, so many peoples were at one another’s throats, that it would have been
marvellous beyond belief if there had not been a hard core of lawlessness. In a speech delivered
in 1918 Stalin spoke of the variety of peoples in his homeland. He mentioned the Russians,
Georgians, Armenians, Azerbaijanis, Tatars, Turks, Lezghians, Ingushes, Ossets, Chechens,
Abkhazians, Greeks and Kumyks, adding that this was only the beginning. At one time or
another all these people had been conquerors, and when the conquerors were themselves
conquered, they left small enclaves in the valleys of Georgia. Until recently there were villages
within ten miles of one another which spoke languages so completely different that they had no
means of communication. Georgia is a place where all the conquerors have come to grief.In
Georgia Stalin spent the first twenty years of his life. His habits of thought, his manners, his
tastes, his rough humour were essentially those of a Georgian abrek, and he liked to surround
himself with Georgian advisers, so that the Russians came ruthfully to the conclusion that having
been conquered by the Bolsheviks, they had seen the Bolsheviks conquered by Georgians. To
the end of his life Stalin spoke Russian with a marked Georgian accent. It was so heavy an
accent that many who heard him found him almost incomprehensible.He wrote his early
romantic poems in Georgian, and when he wrote his harsh laws, they, too, had a Georgian look
about them, as though they had been written by an abrek turned feudal prince reigning over an
obscure village in the Georgian highlands. He possessed, too, the characteristic Georgian belief
in the necessity to acquiesce to the feudal order; and he established his own court and his own
feudal order with clearly marked ranks and divisions. When he ordered poets to write odes
comparing him to the sun. and when he gave himself portentous titles and honours, he was not
necessarily the victim of megalomania. Feudal princes in Georgia, ruling over a few square miles
of territory, had done the same, and he was merely following in their tradition. Within the hard,
mechanical communist, there was always the dark Tariel dreaming his ruinous dreams.We



cannot understand Stalin unless we see him in his Georgian setting. He was, above all, the child
of that beautiful and ravaged land.Part One – The Education of a Revolutionary‘He had no
future. He disdained it. He was a force. His thoughts caressed the images of ruin and
destruction. He walked frail, insignificant, shabby, miserable – and terrible in the simplicity of his
idea calling madness and despair to the regeneration of the world. Nobody looked at him. He
passed on unsuspected and deadly, like a pest in a street full of men.’Joseph Conrad, The
Secret AgentChapter One – The Childhood of Joseph Djugashvili‘All happy families resemble
one another,’ wrote Tolstoy, ‘but all unhappy families are unhappy in their own special way.’The
family of Joseph Vissarionovich Djugashvili was unhappy in its own special way. The boy’s father
was a drunkard, a spendthrift, a man who possessed a violent temper, with no feeling for his wife
or his son; he beat them unmercifully. He was a cobbler by trade, with a small shop in an obscure
street on the outskirts of Gori. The boy’s mother was a quiet, withdrawn, deeply religious woman,
beautiful in her youth, who found her chief pleasure in attending church services and in
contributing out of her sparse earnings to the upkeep of the priests. She earned money – by
performing menial tasks in the houses of the rich, laundering, baking bread and running errands.
She was also an occasional seamstress, and one of the boy’s childhood friends, who was not
unsympathetic to him, remembered that she sometimes earned a living by cutting, sewing and
laundering underwear. She was a proud woman and kept her sufferings to herself.Of Vissarion
Ivanovich Djugashvili and his origins almost nothing is known except that he was born to a
peasant family in the village of Didi-Lilo, in the hill country a few miles from Gori. It is a tiny village
lying in the general direction of Tiflis. The American photographer Margaret Bourke-White, who
visited the village in 1932, found thirty or forty peasants with wide foreheads, deep-set eyes and
strong Asiatic features all answering to the name of Djugashvili. They pointed to a primitive hut
consisting of a square hole cut into the earth, roofed with a few wooden beams, with only a chink
for the smoke to come out, and claimed that this was the birthplace of Stalin. When she returned
nine years later she learned that there was rivalry between the citizens of Didi-Lilo and Gori, for
both claimed the honour of being the authentic birthplace. Since the earlier claim was made for
Didi-Lilo, it would seem likely that he was born there. Stalin himself claimed that he was born in
Gori.In Gori so many races had mingled that the bloodlines were confused. At various times it
had been conquered by Ossets, Imeretians and Persians. Armenians and Jews had settled
there. The town, founded in the eleventh century, was famous for its sweet-scented apples and
plump vines, but in the nineteenth century it owed its importance chiefly to its cotton fields and
the fact that it was the last stop before Tiflis on the Transcaucasian railroad. Tiflis was thirty miles
away to the east.Of the origins of Stalin’s mother, born Ekaterina Georgievna Geladze, nothing is
known except that she is said to have been the daughter of a peasant serf from the village of
Gambareuli.When Ekaterina Geladze married Vissarion Djugashvili in 1874, she was a girl of
seventeen and her husband was twenty-two. The first three children are said to have died in
childbirth, Joseph, born on December 21st, 1879, being the only child to grow to maturity.
Vissarion died when the boy was in his eleventh year, and Ekaterina survived her husband by



nearly fifty years. She was a small, fragile, indomitable woman, who remained deeply religious
throughout her life and always wore a black nun-like costume. Except for a single brief visit to
Moscow, she never left her native Georgia. Her last years were spent in two rooms set aside for
her in the Governor’s Palace at Tiflis, and there at the age of eighty-one she died in 1938. She
was buried according to the rites of the Orthodox Church in the Cemetery of King David at
Tiflis.The family of Lenin was a happy one. They belonged to the gentry and were accustomed to
moderate comforts, with nurses, servants and coachmen to do their bidding. They spent their
long summer holidays on their country estate, played the piano, spoke French, German,
Swedish and Russian at table, and rather self-consciously enjoyed an air of quiet cultivation.
They received the latest magazines from Moscow and eagerly discussed the latest ideas.
Wearying of ideas, they would play croquet in the garden or gather fruit in the orchard. It was not
unlike the families in Chekhov’s plays.The family of Stalin might have come out of Gorky’s play
The Lower Depths. It was brutally unhappy. They lived in grinding poverty, constantly in debt.
Sometimes the neighbours would have pity on the struggling seamstress and her
undernourished son; and their pity may have done more harm to Joseph than the beatings he
received from his father. Sometimes poverty drove Ekaterina close to madness, and we hear of
her wandering through the streets with her hair dishevelled, crying, praying, singing and
muttering to herself. From a very early age the boy knew what it was to live alone in the
world.When he was very young, they settled in Gori in a house that was another hovel. It was
about fifteen feet square, with a floor of crude brick. There was an earth-walled cellar and a small
loft. In the dimly lit kitchen there was a stove, an iron stovepipe, a small table, three or four
wooden stools, a divan covered with a straw mat. There was no sanitation. During the day light
came through a shutterless window, at night there was the yellow flame of a kerosene lamp. A
small stream trickled down a sloping alleyway outside. The smell of brick, fetid water and damp
earth hung over the hovel.Today this hovel is protected from the elements by a glass and metal
canopy resting on marble pillars, and there is a fading notice which says in Georgian and
Russian: ‘Great Stalin, leader of the workers of the world, was born and lived here 1879-1893.’
The canopy was built at the orders of Lavrenty Beria in 1937, at a time when it was still
obligatory to call Stalin ‘great’. Today few visitors come to the shrine. Dust gathers on the floor,
the walls are beginning to crumble, and soon the pathetic hovel will become a ruin, suffering the
fate reserved for the shrines of gods who are no longer wanted by mankind. The nearby Stalin
Museum has already been converted into a Museum of the Revolution, with only a few faded
photographs on the walls demonstrating that he played some not unimportant role in his
country’s history.It is worth while to look carefully at this hovel, for it is not at all what it seems to
be. In its misery and poverty it looks commonplace enough, like a shed put up at the bottom of a
garden and then forgotten. This obscure shack in an obscure street of shacks became a
battlefield in a war between a boy and his father, and there is scarcely anyone on earth who has
not in some way been affected by that war.There are no photographs of Stalin’s father, and we
can only guess at his appearance from a brief description left by Joseph Iremashvili, the friend of



Stalin’s youth. He describes the father as a heavy-set, imposing man, with thick black eyebrows
and a black bristling moustache, who wore the conventional dress of a Georgian — a long, knee-
length tchoka, blue trousers thrust into knee boots and a fur cap. This is all he could remember
— the three heavy black lines etched on a dark face — and it is almost enough. The two boys
were of the same age, and it could not be expected of them that they could remember in any
detail the face of a man who died when they were ten years old.Perhaps this was all Stalin
remembered, for he had every reason to forget. According to Iremashvili, who knew the family
well and was constantly in and out of the house, the father beat the son vengefully,
remorselessly, with a kind of brooding, deliberate passion, without pleasure and without any
sense of guilt or wrongdoing, for no other purpose than to provide himself with some excitement
in an otherwise empty and purposeless existence. The result was inevitable. The boy learned to
hate. Most of all he hated his father, but gradually this hatred expanded until it included all other
fathers, all other men.‘I never saw him crying,’ Iremashvili relates, and the statement has the ring
of authenticity. The boy became hardened by his beatings, and became in the end terrifyingly
indifferent to cruelty. His face and body were covered with bruises, but he was determined not to
surrender. Somehow he would survive his father, but in order to survive it was necessary to
become as brutal as his father. He was too puny to hit back, but he could provide himself with a
brutal protective armour of indifference and scorn. ‘Those undeserved and fearful beatings,’ says
Iremashvili, ‘made the boy as hard and heartless as his father.’There were few consolations. The
little street on which he lived was called the Sobornaya, or Church Street, and there was a
church about a hundred yards away. Here he sang in the choir when he was a schoolboy, and
the liturgies so deeply affected him that their rhythms and phrasing appeared in his own writings
long after he learned to celebrate another religion altogether. In the Greek Orthodox church the
altar lies hidden behind the iconostasis; much of the chanting takes place behind this mysterious
barrier separating the priests from the worshippers. God is infinitely remote, all powerful,
unyielding in His demand to be perpetually adored, and in many subtle ways this God influenced
and coloured his thoughts when many years later he set in motion the long and complicated
processes of self-deification.Church was a consolation, for no one beat him in church, no one
scorned him or had pity on him. As a choirboy he walked in processions, sang hymns, wore
brilliant vestments, and being close to the priests, he was closer to the source of the mystery. His
earliest ambition was to be a priest; and his mother looked forward to the time when she would
be blessed by her son.His greatest consolation however was his mother, who worked herself to
the bone to provide for him and who lived for him. We are told that she liked bright colours,
always had a clean tablecloth on the table, and enjoyed wearing the colourful costume with the
long floating veil and rainbow-coloured skirts, which Georgian women wore on feast days and
holidays. She was still young when she had trouble with her eyesight, from working at her sewing
machine by the light of a kerosene lamp; and she began to wear spectacles. Her love for her son
was an intense and possessive love, and she was the only person he loved.He was seven when
he suffered an attack of smallpox, which left disfiguring scars that remained to the end of his life.



It must have been a serious attack, for the scars were large and numerous, with the result that
when he came to power thousands of photographs of him had to be carefully doctored.An even
more distressing affliction occurred when he was about ten. He only once spoke about it, and
then only briefly when he was explaining why, when he was in exile in Siberia during the First
World War, he was not called up for military service. He told the story to Anna Alliluieva, his
sister-in-law, who published it in her memoirs:The left arm of Stalin was badly bent at the elbow.
The injury occurred during his childhood. An infection set in, and since there was no one to give
it treatment, blood-poisoning followed. Stalin was close to death.‘I don’t know what saved me,’
he told us. ‘Either it was due to my healthy organism or to the ointments smeared on it by the
village quack, but I got my health back again.’The vestiges of that injury remain to the present
day.[3]Anna Alliluieva is a trustworthy witness, all the more so because her memoirs, published
in 1946, were banned shortly afterwards on the grounds that she had written too familiarly about
Stalin. In fact, she wrote with a kind of distant and troubled affection without familiarity of any
kind, and the book was banned because she had simply told the truth.As a result of the injury
Stalin’s left arm was some three inches shorter than the right, and he never had complete
muscular control of his left hand. At various times he wore a brace to support the elbow; the
outline of the brace can be seen in several photographs. A distinguished orthopaedic surgeon
has suggested on the basis of Alliluieva’s account and a number of photographs that Stalin
suffered ‘a compound fracture with resultant osteomyelitis and a subsequent hand deformity
secondary to disturbance of growth of the arm, the hand deformity being produced by a
Volkman’s contracture subsequent to improper treatment of the fracture’.Such a diagnosis is, of
course, largely speculative. The medical records of Stalin have never been published, and it is
unlikely that they will be published for some years to come. What is certain is that the left arm
was warped, lacked the strength of the right arm, and caused him pain and discomfort
throughout his life. The awkward shoulder brace was a constant reminder that he suffered from
an incurable deformity, and he had only to look at his left hand, which never opened properly, to
remember that he was not like other men. He went to considerable trouble to conceal his
deformity, which could only be successfully hidden when he was wearing a heavy greatcoat with
unusually long sleeves. The crooked arm probably had a profound effect on his emerging
character.There is no clue as to how the injury occurred. It seems likely to have happened as a
result of one of the ferocious beatings he received from his father.There exists a photograph of
him taken when he was twelve or thirteen while attending the church school at Gori. It is one of
those conventional photographs taken at the end of the school year, with the two teachers sitting
in the middle and the pupils clustered round them. One of the teachers is a pleasant open-faced
monk in a long flowing gown, while the other with a sterner caste of features wears the
ceremonial evening dress which in those days was the customary uniform of executioners and
schoolteachers. The pupils look neat and alert, their hair close-cropped or smoothly slicked
down. Joseph is seen standing on the top row, his right hand resting on the shoulder of the
bearded monk, and although the left hand is invisible there is the characteristic thick bunching of



cloth at the left shoulder. We shall see the same bunching in photographs taken more than fifty
years later.Joseph stands out because he is shorter than the other pupils in the top row. The
photograph is faded, but the expression on the face can be made out, and it is clear that he is
thrusting himself forward. One shoulder is higher than the other, the chin juts out, he has an air
of defiance. There is something ungainly and uncomfortable about his posture; he is not at
ease.Iremashvili, who was genuinely fond of him when they were both young, has left a
description of him at this time which tallies remarkably with the photograph. He writes: ‘He was a
scrawny sinewy boy with a long face full of freckles and innumerable pockmarks. His head was
somewhat bent back so that his strongly marked nose rose brusquely in the air. The look from
his dark-brown Georgian eyes was bold, lively, not one to inspire confidence. His walk with his
long, narrow legs had something childlike about it, and this was partly the result of his peculiar
way of swinging his long arms and bony, thickly veined hands.’At first, according to Iremashvili,
the boy was cordially disliked in the church school, which he entered in the summer of 1890.
There was something strange and forbidding in his manner. He was proud, and showed his pride
by rarely speaking, and then always curtly. Generally he stood apart from the games played in
the school yard, but once, when invited to fight by Iremashvili, he proved to be an unexpectedly
good boxer and wrestler. He gave Iremashvili such a blow in the chest that he was thrown down,
and for a while they wrestled in the grass. Although he was small, he was unusually strong, and
succeeded in planting his foot on Iremashvili’s chest in the posture of triumph common among
victorious boys. ‘Afterwards we shook hands and kissed.’[4]It was the beginning of a long
friendship. On holidays and sometimes in the afternoons they would wander together in the
surrounding countryside. Their favourite haunts were the nearby hills and especially the cone-
shaped hill of Gori-Djvari with its ruined yellow-walled citadel and small church said to have
been founded by Queen Tamara, or else they went to the abandoned catacomb city of Uplis
Tsikhe, meaning ‘God’s fortress’. These catacombs, carved by unknown hands, honeycombed a
cliff which was about an hour’s drive from Gori. Gori-Djvari was especially romantic with its fierce
battlements and crumbling towers. In their youthful imaginations all legends, all fairy tales began
in that ghostly fortress. So Iremashvili tells Ais, and we can well believe that a medieval castle
can fill a child’s imagination with the wildest dreams.The hill was a jungle of oak trees, and they
would climb up the steep slope hand in hand, dreaming their lives away, inventing stories about
the princes who once ruled from the castle and held the country in fee.Ghosts lurked in the
castle, and there were people in Gori who spoke of having seen the ghosts with their naked
eyes. Once people had come from all over Georgia to worship at the shrine of St George, whose
relics were kept in the church in a silver reliquary. Queen Tamara once held court there, and
Shotha Rusthaveli had recited his poems from the battlements. From the castle gates knights
rode down on caparisoned horses, with banners flying, to make war against the infidels. These
are not small matters to a child who dreams of a mysterious time when he too will be worthy of
knighthood. It was perhaps in unconscious memory of Gori-Djvari that Stalin wrote in one of his
first political articles that the party must be ‘a fortress, whose gates are opened only to those



who are worthy’.To be worthy, in the eyes of a Georgian schoolboy, was to be a heroic figure like
Tariel or his later descendants, the abreks of the Caucasus. Dreaming of knights and robber
chieftains children can go happily mad; and these heroic tales left an indelible mark on the boy’s
character.Joseph was about thirteen when he discovered one of the best of the novels about the
abreks. It was called Nunu, and was written by Alexander Kasbeki (1848-1893) about an abrek
called Koba and his adventures with his friend Iago, the lover of the beautiful sixteen-year-old
Nunu. Koba has all the virtues of the Knight in the Leopard Skin. He is loyal, merciless, chaste,
and vengeful. There is nothing he will not do for his friend, but it must be admitted that he fails
lamentably to protect Nunu from the designs of a singularly unpleasant police spy called Girgola.
The story should be told briefly, for it was to have an incalculable effect on Joseph.Nunu is the
daughter of a poor itinerant musician. Girgola is determined to possess her, and when he is
rejected for Iago, the handsome and penniless son of a landowner who has come down in the
world, he plots a diabolic revenge. The abreks have come down from the mountains and raided
a caravan. Girgola informs the local police chief that Iago took part in the raid. Iago is arrested,
beaten and tortured, and Nunu is compelled to marry Girgola’s half-mad brother; sooner or later
Girgola will have Nunu for himself.Koba learns of Iago’s arrest, breaks into the prison and
releases him. They take to the mountains and join the shepherds. They can do little to help
Nunu, who is raped by Girgola. When she refuses to submit to him further she is flung into a
fortress, where she attempts to kill herself. At last Koba and Iago discover where she is, they raid
the fortress, kill three guards, and escape with Nunu. But Nunu enjoys her freedom only for a
little while. Captured by Girgola, she is reduced to slavery again.The two abreks join the army of
the Caucasian chieftain Shamil, and in an engagement with a Cossack patrol kill five Cossacks
and run off with their horses. They take the horses to a village inn, thinking they are among
friends, but the innkeeper makes contact with the Russians and offers to surrender Koba and
Iago. Girgola hears the innkeeper talking with the Russian colonel, for he is in the next room. The
inn is surrounded by Cossacks, who set it on fire in the hope of forcing Koba and Iago to
surrender. Iago is killed. Koba escapes, vowing vengeance.Girgola believes that Koba vanished
in the flames. He decides to inflict exemplary punishment on Nunu by killing her father at night.
When she awakes, she sees her father lying dead beside her, and begs the police to find the
murderer. The police arrest her for patricide. She is taken to Vladikavkaz, placed on trial, and
sentenced to hard labour in Siberia. Holding a crucifix in her hands, she dies of a broken
heart.Girgola has triumphed, for he has defeated Nunu. On the following day he is travelling in a
troika with a local official when a shot rings out from the woods. The official falls dead, and
Girgola is mortally wounded. A voice calls from the woods: ‘It is I, Koba! You are paying for the
life of Iago!’ Girgola survives for a few more hours — long enough to confess to the priest that he
murdered Nunu’s father. His last words are a prayer for help, as he calls upon Nunu and her
father to save him.[5]Nunu is a strange story, not particularly well-written, but possessing the
haunting quality which sometimes enters stories where absolute evil and absolute good confront
one another. The beautiful, dark, slim-waisted Nunu confronts the bestial Girgola with the calm



of innocence. She is helpless before his rages, and her very helplessness brings about her ruin.
Koba enters the story too late to save her. We never see him clearly, and he is never described.
He plays on the handura, sings about the heroic deeds of the past, hates the Russians and
cheerfully joins forces with Shamil, the enemy of the Tsar. But it is Girgola who is the most
memorable figure in the novel; and Stalin, who took the name of Koba from the story, ended by
playing the role of Girgola, the police spy, who brought ruin on the family of Nunu.Koba, of
course, was simply Tariel brought up to date. Instead of making war on the mysterious and far-off
demon-guarded fortress of Kadjethi, he makes war on the prisons and fortresses of Russian
invaders. He is more modest than Tariel who slew ten thousand demons in a morning, but he is
the equal of fifty Russians. Sometimes Tariel appears to be no more than a power of nature, a
strange shivering in the sky. No one had ever seen him except with the eyes of the imagination,
but every rough mountaineer with a gun under his arm resembled Koba in appearance, though
he might lack Koba’s ferocious daring.Joseph modelled himself on Koba, dreamed about him,
invented new stories about him, and never tired of speaking about him, in exactly the same way
as an American child will dream about Superman. It was a form of madness common among
Georgian children, thousands of them dreaming the same dreams. Iremashvili has described
what happened after Joseph read the novel Nunu:Koba, the hero of Kasbeki’s novel Nunu,
became his dream image, his divinity, the meaning of his life. He set his heart on becoming a
second Koba, as famous a fighter and hero as the first. He wanted to recreate the image of Koba
in himself. From this time onward he called himself Koba, and permitted no one to address him
by any other name. His face shone with pride and joy when we called him Koba. Soso preserved
this name for many years, and it became his first pseudonym when he began to write and carry
out propaganda work for the Social Democratic party.Iremashvili is not our only authority for the
statement that the boy deliberately modelled himself on Koba. Other young students
remembered his peculiar addiction to the name, which Stalin was to use in a multitude of forms
— Koba, Ko, K. St, K. Kato, K — until it was buried altogether under the weight of the final
pseudonym. To this day in Georgia he is known as Koba-Stalin.It is not surprising that a
schoolboy should fall in love with a character in a novel and attempt to model himself on the
character. What is surprising is that he should have been so persistent, so determined to
recreate the image of Koba in himself. Of all the influences which shaped him the image of
Koba, the ferociously daring bandit, was probably the strongest.He would have had no difficulty
in finding the book. By all accounts he was an omnivorous reader, who went through the school
library like a cat devouring milk. ‘He was a serious and persistent scholar,’ wrote his school friend
Gogokhiya. ‘After his schoolwork he usually hurried home, and he was always seen poring over
a book.’ Perhaps he was making up for lost time, for there is a curious annotation by Yaroslaysky,
his official biographer, that ‘at the age of seven he began to study the alphabet and within a year
he was able to read, both in Georgian and Russian’. It is an odd statement, because Georgian
children do not usually wait until they are seven before they learn the alphabet. One might
deduce that in his early years he was somewhat retarded, did not go to school, and did not learn



to read until he was recovering from smallpox. By the age of eleven or twelve reading became
his whole life.The statement by Yaroslaysky is intended to demonstrate his brilliance before the
brilliance manifested itself: it is one of the diseases of the official hagiographers that they are not
content to leave well enough alone. The check is continually being antedated, and the most
implausible stories are related as though they were fact. We hear of Stalin riding on another
schoolboy’s back and shouting: ‘Ya stall — I am steel!’ Yaroslaysky will have us believe that he
was already a Marxist before he left the school at Gori at the age of fourteen and a half, and that
before this age he had proved to his own satisfaction the non-existence of God. At the age of
thirteen, according to an anecdote related by his schoolboy friend Glurdjidze, he was saying:
‘They are deceiving us. There is no God.’ Yaroslaysky relates the anecdote at some length:I
began to speak of God. Joseph heard me out, and after a moment’s silence he said: ‘You know,
they are deceiving us. There is no God — ’I was astonished by these words. I had never heard
anything like it before.‘How can you say such things, Soso?’ I exclaimed.‘I’ll lend you a book to
read,’ he replied. ‘It will show you that the world and all living things are quite different from
anything you can imagine, and all this talk about God is sheer nonsense.’‘What book is it?’ I
asked.‘Darwin,’ he said. ‘You must read it.’[6]The anecdote strains credulity. A gifted boy might
have read Darwin; he could hardly have extracted from it a proof of the non-existence of God.
Disbelief came later when he was a seminarian in the theological college at Tiflis, probably at
the age of sixteen, a not unusual age for a boy to express scepticism. There was in fact very little
that was unusual about Joseph Djugashvili as a schoolboy: there were no intimations of
greatness, no signs of the superhuman powers which the hagiographers see in him. There were
thousands of gifted boys who acted in very much the same way: were conceited and introverted
in the same way, and read books, and were gifted and quick at their lessons. They said of him
that he was curt in his speech and given to fits of laziness, but these were not unusual
characteristics. What was unusual in him was the sense of bitter frustration which comes to all
children who are bullied by their fathers. For the ferociously brutal father he substituted the brutal
abrek, whose ferocity was expressed in more romantic ways, and who had only to shout a single
word from the mountain top and a hundred men would emerge from their hiding places and
accompany him on glorious battles against the Tsar.So he withdrew into a private world where
all things were possible: one day he too would become an abrek and shout the word from the
mountain top.But that day was far in the future; there were more urgent problems to be attended
to. There were only four grades in the church school at Gori, and in the summer of 1894 Joseph
had received all the schooling that Gori could give him. If he was not at the top of his class, he
was very close to it, and he received a certificate of merit. He was liked by the monks in charge
of the school, and with their help he was offered a scholarship at the Tiflis Theological Seminary,
where everything would be free. His uniform, his shoes, his lodging and meals, and his
textbooks, all these would be given to him by the beneficent monks who would train him to
become a priest of the Orthodox Church. His mother prayed that he would become a great
dignitary of the Church, and this seems to have been his ambition when he set out for Tiflis.He



spent his summer vacation roaming the countryside, reading every book he could put his hand
on, and singing in the church. Then in the autumn of 1894, with a cotton satchel over his arm, he
took the train to Tiflis.Chapter Two – Seminarian and PoetThe theological seminary of thus was
a grey four storey building looking out on Pushkin Square in the centre of the city. It was a dark
and gloomy place, more like a spiritual barracks than a college. The windows were barred, the
seminarians lived under strict discipline, the draughty corridors echoed with the footsteps of
boys marching to class in orderly processions. In such a place a boy might learn to turn his back
on the world and devote himself to the study of God, or he might become a rebel against the
Church. The Theological Seminary was a breeding ground for rebellion.As early as 1873 it
became known that seditious books and pamphlets were being smuggled into the seminary:
Renan’s Vie de Jésus, Victor Hugo’s Napoléon le Petit, and Chernyshevsky’s What Is To Be
Done? were intercepted by the police, and the students found in possession of these books
were punished. Darwin, Buckle, Mill and other liberal freethinkers of the nineteenth century
continued to be read secretly by the seminarians. There was no university in Georgia, and the
Theological Seminary inevitably attracted boys who would otherwise have attended a university.
They fought for knowledge, and since the monks failed to provide it, they took it wherever it could
be found.The boys who came to the college from all over Georgia were fiercely nationalistic,
feeling with some reason that the Church and the autocracy were in an unholy alliance to stamp
out national feeling. In 1885, six years after the birth of Joseph Djugashvili, a seminarian called
Sylvester Djibladze publicly rebuked the rector of the college for casting a slut on Georgian
nationalism. He left his place among the student benches, marched up to the platform, and
struck the rector, Pavel Chudetsky, a resounding blow on the face. The seminarians cheered.
Sylvester Djibladze was arrested, placed on trial, and sentenced to three years’ detention in a
military prison. The consequences could have been foreseen: he became a revolutionary.The
rector was a Russian, who had neither understanding nor sympathy for the aspirations of the
Georgian people, and he continued to proclaim the glories of the autocracy to students who
would have preferred him to recite the histories of Georgian national heroes. He was a stubborn
authoritarian, vindictive, cruel, and relentless in his determination to punish rebellion. In June
1886 he was shot to death by Joseph Laghiashvili, the son of a Georgian priest, who had been
expelled from the seminary. Laghiashvili was hanged, and became a national hero. At his trial
some evidence was produced that he was a member of a conspiratorial organization headed by
Sylvester Djibladze, who was still in prison. But the evidence was inconclusive, and it was
generally agreed by the officials that the seminarians were infected by a disease common
throughout Georgia: a morbid hatred of the authoritarian regime. The seminary was closed in the
vain hope that the disease would die a natural death.The seminary opened again the following
year, but the disease still flourished. The students demanded to be taught in Georgian; they
demanded the dismissal of the more rabid Russian teachers, and they demanded the
establishment of a chair of Georgian literature. All these demands were refused. In December
1893 they came out on strike. Eighty-seven of the strikers were expelled, and once more the



seminary was closed. Among those who were expelled were Lado Ketskhoveli, who some years
later was to become the first martyr of the Georgian Social Democratic movement when he was
shot in his cell in Tiflis by an exasperated prison guard, and Mikha Tskhakaya, who became one
of Lenin’s most intimate friends, accompanying him to Russia in the sealed train in 1917.When
Joseph Djugashvili entered the seminary in September 1894 it was still seething with rebellion.
The discipline, always strict, had become stricter. There was no chair of Georgian literature, and
the teachers continued to speak in Russian, and no Georgian books except the Bible and a few
homiletic texts were permitted in the seminary library.Iremashvili, who entered the seminary at
the same time, has left a sombre account of life within its walls:Life at the school was sad and
monotonous. Day and night we were locked within barrack walls, and felt like prisoners forced to
sit out a long term of imprisonment though we were guiltless of any crimes. The atmosphere was
dull and oppressive. There was scarcely any expression of youthful joy, hemmed in as we were
by rooms and corridors which cut us off from the outside world. When, as happened from time to
time, we gave expression to our youthful temperaments, we were quickly suppressed by the
monks and monitors. The Tsarist inspectorate of schools forbade us the reading of Georgian
literature and newspapers. They feared that if we read the classical writers of our homeland —
Prince Ilya Chavchavadze, Akaki Tseretelli, Vasha Pshavela, Alexander Kasbeki, Nikoloz
Baratashvilii and others — we would become inspired with ideas of our country’s freedom and
independence, and our young souls would be infected with the new teachings of socialism. Even
the few literary works that lay authorities allowed us to read were forbidden by the church
authorities, because we were future priests. Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Turgenev and many others
remained forbidden to us.[7]The sullen students were held to an exacting and rigid regimen.
They awoke in the early hours of the morning, attended services, took a light breakfast, studied,
prayed, studied, prayed, took a light lunch, studied, prayed again, and were let out in the
afternoons between three and five, usually to take carefully guarded walks through the city; then
there was roll call, and more prayers, and a glass of tea at eight o’clock. before they began their
homework. At ten o’clock they were sent to their dormitories, and the lights went out.On Sundays
there were interminable services in church. Years later Iremashvili would remember the gloom
that descended on him in church when he saw the sun pouring through the windows while his
feet grew numb from standing on the same stone slab for hours. ‘Even the most pious would
have unlearned to pray under the influence of those interminable services,’ he wrote. ‘We
concealed our thoughts from the attentive monks behind pious countenances.’ Sometimes,
according to Glurdjidze, who also left the church school at Cori to attend the seminary, they were
able to read surreptitiously during services by hiding their books under the pews, but the
punishments were severe if they were found out.Although the official historians claim that
Joseph was rebellious from the beginning, eagerly disseminating revolutionary Marxism from
the moment he entered the seminary, he appears to have been a submissive and attentive pupil
during the first year. His report card has survived: he received 5, the top mark for conduct. He
was excellent in liturgy, fair in Russian composition, and better than average in Scripture and



Church Slavonic. The report card also adds that he was absent fourteen times, which probably
meant that he was ill. Iremashvili speaks of the many students who died of tuberculosis while at
the seminary. Joseph suffered from a racking cough, and there were times when he would look
so ill and cough so loudly while reading late at night that he would be asked to put out the
candle. ‘Many times,’ says Iremashvili, ‘I put out his candle myself.’We have a good idea of what
the boy looked like when he entered the seminary. A photograph shows him in uniform, hair
neatly combed, the expression grave, the lips pursed primly. What is chiefly remarkable is that
there is nothing remarkable; he might be any seminarian. It was such a photograph as one sees
in pious cottages, where the sons have gone out to be priests. Seeing it, you would think he was
a candidate for the priesthood who would remain a priest for the rest of his life.He was working
hard, devoting himself especially to civic history and logic; he had no particular gift for
theological studies, though he worked at them well enough to get passing marks. During that
first year in the seminary his chief interest was poetry, and he seems to have been writing verses
all the years he was in the college. Only a few of his verses have been preserved. Some four or
five are known to have been published, and some twenty more may one day be resurrected from
the literary journals and magazines of the period.The poems are notable for their intense
nationalistic feeling expressed in fervent lyrics. They are not the poems of a young revolutionary,
but of someone devoted to his country at a time of national resurgence. The first poem was
published in the magazine Iveria, then edited by Prince Ilya Chavchavadze, on January 14th,
1895, shortly after his fifteenth birthday [Translation given]:MORNINGThe rose opens her
petals,And embraces the violet.The lily too has awakened.They bend their heads to the
zephyrs.The lark climbs high in the skyAnd sings his ringing song:The nightingale with subtle
voiceSings softly on:‘Flourish, O adorable country,Rejoice, O land of Iveria,And you also, O
learned men of Georgia,May you bring joy and happiness to the country!’For some reason the
poet chose to sign his work: J. G--shishvili. It was the first of his many pseudonyms.The poem is
remarkable for its fervent Georgian nationalism, and for this reason was sometimes included in
books of Georgian poetry, where it would usually appear anonymously. It is an accomplished
little poem, all. the more remarkable because it was written by a boy. The appeal to the learned
men of Georgia reflects the prevalent belief that salvation for Georgians lay in education.
Education, according to Prince Ilya Chavchavadze, was the key to independence. In the original
the poem has a quiet, effortless quality.The second poem, which appeared in Iveria on October
11th, 1895, reflects a more romantic preoccupation. It is more personal, and more dramatic.
Stalin, although astonishingly secretive about his poems, seems to have had some fondness for
it, for he permitted four lines to appear under his own name in a collection of Georgian poetry
translated into Russian in 1939. These were in fact the only four lines which he permitted the
Russians to read during his lifetime, and perhaps inevitably the translation was not altogether
accurate. Here is the poem in translation from the Georgian that appeared on the front page of
Iveria:TO THE MOONMove on, O tireless one —Never bowing your head,Disperse the misty
clouds,Great is the providence of the Almighty.Smile tenderly upon the worldWhich lies



outspread beneath you;Sing a lullaby to Mkhinvari,[8]Which hangs from the sky.Know well that
those who onceFell to the oppressorsShall rise again and soar,Winged with hope, above the
holy mountain.[9]And as in former days,O beauty, you shone among the clouds,So now let your
rays play in splendorIn the blue sky.I shall rip open my shirtAnd bare my breast to the moon,And
with outstretched handsWorship her who showers her light on the world.Such is the longest of
Stalin’s poems to survive, and there is perhaps some significance in the fact that he signed it
with his own name: Soselo, a diminutive form of Soso, itself the short form of Yosip, or Joseph. It
is a poem which a boy would write with considerable enjoyment, delighting in romantic attitudes,
steeped in romantic languor until, in the very last verse, he lays the trap and shows himself to be
a man of heroic impulse so much in love with the moon that he must strip himself in adoration of
the moonlight. The sight of Stalin moonstruck at the age of fifteen is an odd one, but there is no
denying the fervour of his happy lunacy. He pours out his romantic yearnings without reserve,
gaily and joyfully. The verse on those who fell to the oppressors, by which he means the martyrs
of Georgian nationalism, involves a wonderfully effective romantic conceit, for he sees them
rising from their graves and soaring above the moonlit mountain peaks. It was this verse which
appeared in a Russian translation in 1939, changed a little, but still recognizably conveying a
deeply religious feeling:And know that he who fell like ashes on the earth,Who long ago became
enslaved,Will rise again higher than the great mountains,Winged with bright hope.The ashes
were added, the holy mountain became great mountains, hope acquires an adjective, but no
great harm is done. The translation by Alexander Kancheli could not have been published
without Stalin’s approval. Only these four lines were published. To this day there are few
Russians who know that Stalin once wrote a poem in which he rounded out his first verse with
the words: ‘Great is the providence of the Almighty.’These early verses are important, because
they show how his mind was working. None of his school essays survive. We know what he was
reading, but there are large areas of his mind which remain impenetrable. Yet in these poems he
is making no effort to conceal his emotions, and he shows clearly that he was capable of
genuine religious feeling and possessed a romantic attachment to the oppressed, following a
centuries-old Georgian poetic tradition. Already there is evidence of a small but real poetic
talent.The third poem appeared in Iveria on October 29th, 1895, on the anniversary of the death
of the Georgian poet Prince Rapiel Eristavi. The most famous of Eristavi’s poems was entitled A
Suppliant to a Judge and described the humiliations of a Mingrelian peasant, one of the mqrly
who came out in open revolt in 1857, were arrested, and brought to trial. The prince was one of
the many Georgian nobles who took up the cause of the peasants, whom he celebrated in poem
after poem; and what is chiefly remarkable about his poetry is the prevailing note of melancholy.
If tears could kill, he would have killed off the entire Tsarist bureaucracy and army. Most of his
poems were laments over the suffering inflicted on the peasants. Here, for example, is a
characteristic poem of a peasant bewailing his fate:Sesia’s ThoughtsDust am I, to dust I cling;A
rustic born, my life is oneEternal strife and endless toil,And endless woe...till life is gone.I plough,
I sow, 1 labour on,With muscles strained, in sun and rain.I scarce can live on what 1 earn,And



tired and hungry I remain.The owner of the land torments. me;Even the tiny ant’s my foe.For
townsfolk, priests and native countryIn bloodlike sweat I plough and sow...How long, O God, this
endless grind,This life of sorrow and of toil?Alas! I fear that death aloneWill bring me rest within
this soil![10]The young Stalin’s poem to the prince’s memory was a deliberate and rather self-
conscious attempt to celebrate him as the poet of an overwhelming sympathy for the people.
There is genuine feeling in the poem, and at the same time there can be detected a note of self-
congratulation, as he demonstrates his youthful powers.The early poems of Stalin deserve
study, but it would be dangerous to deduce from them anything more than that he possessed a
modest but genuine talent. There is no doubt that the talent was genuine. What is in doubt is
whether it would have progressed beyond the stage of youthful poetic excitement. He was
writing in an established tradition, and had obviously read widely. He is a self-conscious poet,
and knows exactly what he is doing at every moment. Only once is there a hint of the mature
poet, who might have developed. Quite suddenly and unexpectedly in To the Moon, we see the
martyrs rising high above the holy mountain, transformed in a moment of glory into the shining of
the night sky. At that moment we are made aware very briefly of visionary power; and never, so
far as we know, did he write in that vein again. He knew what he was doing when he permitted
these lines to be translated into Russian.To R. EristaviWhen you heard the lamentations of the
peasants,You came with tears in your eyesTo offer up your grief to the heavens,For you
sacrificed yourself for the nation.When you heard the people were living well,You were agreeably
enchanted,And played sweetly on your harpA music that seemed to fall from the heavens.When
you sang to the motherland,You expressed a passionate desire,And you played for her on your
harpThe ravishing music of your heart.So now, O poet, the Georgian peopleHave prepared for
you aheavenly monument,And all the toil and sorrows of the pastAre crowned in the present age.
[11]There is youthful sympathy and excitement in these poems, but little social awareness. They
are not the poems of a rebel, but of a boy in a state of half-delirious exaltation. The rebel was to
appear later, during his last years at the theological seminary.In 1893 — the year when Joseph
Djugashvili entered the theological seminary — Noah Jordania founded the first Social
Democratic, or Marxist, party in Georgia under the name of Messame Dasy, meaning ‘the Third
Estate’. Noah Jordania was twenty-three years old. He was a former student of the Tiflis
Theological Seminary, a rather precise, slow-moving, deliberate man, who became a Social
Democrat as a result of study rather than of revolutionary ardour. Inevitably he became a
Menshevik. Just as inevitably — for he was a fervent nationalist and inspired great confidence —
he became the first president of the first Georgian Republic in 1918, a post he retained until
Stalin ordered the invasion of Georgia by the Red Army in 1921, when he escaped to
France.Noah Jordania was the founding father of Social Democracy in Georgia, the first
Georgian to embrace the cause of Marxism. This fact is faced squarely in the opening pages of
Lavrenty Beria’s curious compilation called Stalin’s Early Writings and Activities, where it is
accepted as one of those unpleasant truths which cannot be avoided. The name Messame Dasy
did not appear until the following year, being heard for the first time in a speech delivered by



Georgy Tseretelli at the funeral of his friend Ignatius Ninoshvili. The funeral provided the
occasion for a general statement of Social Democratic aims, and years later Noah Jordania was
to reflect ruefully that the history of Social Democracy was largely the history of deaths, funerals
and graves.Messame Dasy was not a conspiratorial organization. As Beria observed quite
accurately, it propagated Marxist doc-trines openly in the liberal press and derived from
bourgeois and nationalistic ideas already current. ‘They admired the capitalist system, expecting
it would regenerate the Georgian people,’ wrote Beria, ‘and they never raised the question of
waging a revolutionary struggle against capitalism and of overthrowing the bourgeoisie.’ The
questions never arose because Georgia was still largely feudal, owned by innumerable
Georgian princes in alliance with the autocracy.While Messame Dasy showed little interest in
bringing about a revolutionary upheaval, it was nevertheless the breeding ground for a whole
generation of Georgian revolutionaries. Mikha Tskhakaya, Philipp Makharadze, Alexander
Tsulukidze, Lado Ketskhoveli, Isidor Ramishvili, and many others whom we shall meet in these
pages, became members of it. Beria tells us that the young Stalin became a member of the
group in 1897, adding characteristically that ‘with the coming of Stalin a new, revolutionary
element entered into the life of the group’.It is doubtful whether Stalin had the least effect on the
group. He was one of the many students of the theological seminary who sympathized with its
aims, which could be described as the establishment of an independent Georgia in a form which
would only be arrived at after slow and patient study. Members of the Messame Dasy regarded
themselves as social scientists. Their motto was ‘Scientific inquiry into the new trends’. Marxist
dogmatism had not yet reared its head.Nor was there any reason to believe that Stalin was
reading Marx while at college. We hear of a handwritten copy of Capital circulating secretly
among the students, who had paid for it out of their pocket money. The existence of this secret,
handwritten copy was revealed for the first time by Stalin in 1938. Shortly afterwards there
appeared paintings and drawings showing Stalin expounding the text to a group of worshipful
admirers. Soon the youthful expounder of Marxism was included among the legends of Stalin.A
short list of the books he read in the theological seminary can be compiled from the recollections
of his fellow seminarians, and produces few surprises. He was reading what all the other
students in Russia were reading. He read Darwin’s Descent of Man, Charles Lyell’s Antiquity of
Man, Camille Flammarion’s popular accounts of astronomy, Ludwig Feuerbach’s Essence of
Christianity, Victor Hugo’s Toilers of the Sea and Ninety-three, some of Balzac’s novels,
Thackeray’s Vanity Fair, Erckmann-Chatrian’s Story of a Peasant, Buckle’s History of Civilization
in England, Letourneau’s Literary Evolution of the Nations, Spinoza’s Ethics, brief lives of
Copernicus and Galileo, and Mendeleyev’s Chemistry, which for some reason deeply impressed
him. He read widely in the Russian classical authors of the nineteenth century: a good deal of
Tolstoy, Gogol and Chekhov; and he appears to have had a particular fondness for the satirist
Saltykov-Shchedrin. He also read Kvali (The Furrow), which was the weekly magazine of the
Messame Dasy, and its monthly companion Moambeh (The Herald), both published legally and
available on the news-stands.Some of these books were banned by the college authorities, and



like many other students he got into trouble for reading them. The conduct book of the
theological seminary has survived, with the entries recording his infractions of discipline. An
entry for November 1896 reads:It seems that Djugashvili has a ticket to the cheap library, from
which he borrows books. Today I confiscated Victor Hugo’s Toilers of the Sea, in which I found
the aforesaid library ticket.S. MURAKHOVSKY, Asst SupervisorFATHER HERMOGENES,
SupervisorProposed Action: He is to be confined to the punishment cell for a prolonged period. I
have already warned him once about an unsanctioned book, Victor Hugo’s Ninety-three.A few
months later he was again placed in a punishment cell for reading books displeasing to the
authorities. The entry was made in March 1897:At 11 pm I took away from Joseph Djugashvili
Letourneau’s Literary Evolution of the Nations, which he has borrowed from the cheap library.
The library ticket was found in the book. Djugashvili was found reading the aforesaid book on the
chapel stairs. This is the thirteenth time this student has been discovered reading books
borrowed from the cheap library. I handed over the book to the Father Supervisor.S.
MURAKHOVSKY, Asst Supervisor[12]These infractions of discipline cannot have been very
serious if the authorities gave him altogether thirteen separate warnings without expelling him.
Other seminarians were suffering the same punishment, and it became a point of honour to
acquire a certain number of demerits for reading unauthorized books. In their memoirs the
seminarians sometimes speak of the difficulty of acquiring books, but in fact there were at least
four bookshops in Tiflis at the time and the difficulty would seem to have been in raising the
money to pay for them or to take them out on loan. There was a cheap bookshop on Kirochnaya
Street, a stone’s throw away from the seminary, with a small lending library attached. Gutsa
Parkadze, one of Joseph’s close friends, suggested in his memoirs that it was a waste of time for
the college supervisors to censor their reading, ‘because no one suspected how much political
dynamite we extracted from the most ordinary books’. It was a revealing remark. In those days a
Georgian student would find an abundance of political dynamite in a simple history of Russia.In
1898 Joseph Djugashvili was no longer the proud, idealistic youth who wrote the poems that
were printed in Iveria. He was already a man, for like all Georgians he matured early. He was
weary of the supervisions of the monks, restless, bitter, alienated, dreaming only of the day
when he could escape from the seminary. He had long ago discovered that he lacked the
temperament of a priest. He seems to have stayed on because he enjoyed singing in the choir,
because he was fond of some of the students, and because the certificate of graduation from
the seminary would provide him with a teaching position and therefore a small but steady
income. At the same time he was growing increasingly despondent as he compared the extent
of his ambitions with the provincial realities of Tiflis. Koba, the great condottiere, was a small,
underfed, seedy student of theology consumed with a vast hatred for autocracy and nearly
everyone around him.Again and again Iremashvili refers to that ferocious hatred which would
express itself in biting sarcasm and invective. He would get into a rage if another student
assumed the leading role in a discussion; he, and he alone, knew the proper answers and was in
possession of the proper tablets of the law. He expected and demanded assent on all the views



he put forward; anyone who took an opposite point of view would be bludgeoned into silence.
Already he was demonstrating an authoritarian temper. He was also becoming violently
ambitious. ‘Ambition,’ says Iremashvili, ‘made him into an atheist.’He appears to have decided
upon a revolutionary career in the spring of 1898 after some secret meetings with railroad
workers. With one or two other seminarians he would slip out of the seminary at night and make
his way to a workman’s house on the surrounding hills. Iremashvili remembered the first time
they ever attended one of these meetings:One evening Koba and I stole secretly out of the
seminary and made our way to Mount Mtatsminda and a small house leaning against the side of
a cliff, owned by a worker on the Tiflis railroad. Soon other seminarians who shared our views
came and joined us. Here, too, we met a Social Democratic labour organization of railroad
workers.[13]At this first meeting, or perhaps a little later, a former political prisoner who had
escaped from Siberia made a picturesque appearance. His name was Ormozadze; he wore a
black blouse with a red scarf; and he was every inch the revolutionary, capable of talking for
hours without a single gesture about the sufferings he had witnessed in Siberia. He told stories
of men being flogged to death by their guards: these terrible stories kept his audience of
workingmen and seminarians on the edge of their seats. He was a thin, pale-faced, fiery man
with deep-sunken blue eyes, and to most of those who listened to him he was the incarnation of
all the revolutionaries who had ever been sent to Siberia.Ormozadze made a deep impression
on Iremashvili, who called him ‘the martyr of our faith in the coming brotherhood of men and
nations’. He was a good speaker who could somehow give to words like ‘brotherhood’, ‘justice’
and ‘freedom’ a resonance derived from his long Siberian exile. When the young seminarians
asked him what they should do with their lives, Ormozadze told them to work for brotherhood
with the labouring classes. Soon there was a small handful of seminarians actively engaged in
working with railroad workers. There was nothing particularly unusual in this, for the Narodniki in
the eighties had gone out among the labourers and peasants, teaching them to read and write,
and explaining to them their rights under the law, and the tradition still continued. In later years
Stalin would call them ‘revolutionary Marxist circles’, as though they were fully formed
conspiratorial organizations, but they were in fact little more than small study circles where the
teachers learned more than the pupils.In Stalin’s Early Writings and Activities we are given a
surprisingly complete account of eight separate Social Democratic circles which Stalin is
supposed to have ‘conducted’ between 1896 and 1898. The names of most of the students are
given. The first two circles consisted entirely of seminarians, and it is only with the establishment
of the third circle in 1898 that we come upon the names of workers. Joseph Iremashvili is
included among the names of the members of the first circle, which would appear to have been
nothing more than a small discussion group. There were two Russian circles, attended by
workmen who did not speak Georgian, and in addition there were circles attended by workers
from a boot factory and from two tobacco factories. Stalin claims to have ‘led’ these circles in
1898, and they are referred to as ‘Stalin’s circles’. It is not explained how he could have
conducted so many circles while attending classes all day long at the seminary.Nevertheless the



year 1898 marks the inclusion of Stalin in the ranks of revolutionary workers. He seems to have
spent the summer vacations in the working-class district of Tiflis, busily engaged in propaganda
activities, and when he returned to the seminary in September he lost all interest in his studies.
He had been a better than average pupil during his early years; now there was a calamitous
falling off of marks. ‘It so happened that Koba, who was convinced of the uselessness of any
earnest studies, gradually became the worst pupil in the seminary,’ writes Iremashvili. ‘He would
answer the reproaches of his teachers with poisonous and disdainful laughter.’Previously the
authorities had found fault with him for reading forbidden books, a crime he shared with many
other seminarians. Now they accused him of deliberate insubordination and of reading forbidden
books aloud to other students. The conduct book for September 29th, 1898, has the following
entry:At 9 pm a group of students gathered in the dining-hall around Joseph Djugashvili, who
read them books not sanctioned by the seminary authorities, in view of which the students were
searched.[14]What punishment was meted out is unknown; presumably the students were
confined to the punishment cells. On December 16th, 1898, there is a more ominous entry:In the
course of a search of students of the fifth class made by members of the board of supervision,
Joseph Djugashvili tried several times to enter into an argument with them, expressing
dissatisfaction with the repeated searches of students and declaring that such searches were
never made in other seminaries. Djugashvili is genuinely disrespectful and rude towards persons
in authority and systematically refuses to bow to one of the masters (S. A. Murakhovsky), as the
latter has repeatedly complained to the board of supervision.A. RZHAVENSKY, Asst
SupervisorProposed Action: He is to be reprimanded and confined to the punishment cell for
five hours on the orders of the Rector, Father Dmitry.[15]Yaroslaysky tells the perfectly credible
story that when the Rector entered his dormitory after one of these searches, Joseph paid no
attention to him and went on reading. ‘Don’t you see who is standing before you?’ the Rector
asked. Joseph rose to his feet, rubbing his eyes. ‘I don’t see anything,’ he answered, ‘except a
black spot before my eyes!’Joseph’s days at the seminary were obviously coming to an end. He
was deliberately daring the authorities to expel him, and they, just as deliberately, were refusing
to take the last drastic steps. Perhaps they acted out of pity, for the five-year course would end in
May 1899 and it would have been senseless to deprive him of his diploma. They permitted him
to take the final examinations. When he simply refused to sit for the examinations, they had no
alternative but to expel him.On May 27th, 1899, the ruling body of the seminary met to discuss
among other problems what should be done with Joseph Djugashvili. It was decided to expel
him unless he could show cause for his absence. Two further days of grace were given to him in
the hope that he would be able to justify his absence, and when he failed to do so he was
formally expelled on May 29th, 1899. The conduct sheet bore the statement: ‘Expelled for not
attending examinations, reasons unknown.’Yaroslaysky, who quotes from the document of
expulsion, adds that this was not the real reason. The real reason, he tells us, was the one given
by Stalin in one of those interminable questionnaires which were continually being handed out to
members of the Communist Party. In 1931 he wrote in a questionnaire: ‘Education: Expelled from



a theological seminary for propagating Marxism.’At various times other explanations have been
offered to explain the expulsion. A fellow student called Gogokhia, writing when Joseph was in a
position of vast power, said that he was expelled ‘at the insistence of the ferocious monk
Abazhidze, who guessed why the talented, well-developed Djugashvili with his incredibly rich
memory studied only for passing marks and therefore succeeded in obtaining his expulsion from
the seminary’. Gogokhia says nothing about the failure to attend the final examination, and
implies that Abazhidze knew that Joseph was engaged in revolutionary activity. Beria in Stalin’s
Early Writings and Activities says he was expelled ‘for political unreliability’. To Henri Barbusse,
Stalin said he was expelled ‘for political lack of balance’.Still another explanation was offered by
Stalin’s mother, who told an American that he was not expelled; she had herself removed him
from the seminary because of his failing health. ‘When he entered the seminary he was fifteen
years old and one of the strongest boys you ever saw,’ she said, ‘but then he studied too hard in
the seminary and by the time he was nineteen he was so run down that the doctors said he
would get tuberculosis. So I took him out of the school. He did not want to go. I took him out. He
was my only son.’It is customary to discount the evidence of Stalin’s mother, but it is possible
that she was closer to the truth than the others. It should be remembered that he was expelled,
according to the seminary authorities, not for anything he did, but for something he did not do —
he failed to attend the final examinations during the last week of his five-year course at the
seminary. He had nothing to gain by not acquiring a diploma, and much to lose. He had been
carrying on revolutionary propaganda by night and attending classes by day; he was at
loggerheads with the teaching staff, but he was also at loggerheads with many of the students,
who refused to bow to his imperious will and hated him for his arrogance and rudeness; he was
in bad health; he was without resources, and had no prospects; and after five years at the
seminary he was mortally tired. Confronted by the knowledge that within a few days he would be
thrown ,out into a world he despised, he may have suffered a crisis of the will. A prisoner
sentenced to a long period of imprisonment will often have a nervous collapse on the eve of his
release, because he cannot face the world which is waiting outside. Something very similar
seems to have happened to Joseph. Poverty, illness, overwork, dreams of a revolutionary future
in which he would appear as another Koba, all these may have conspired to produce a nervous
breakdown. There were to be many other breakdowns. Again and again in the course of his long
life we shall see him standing like a man paralysed in all his limbs, silent, withdrawn, incapable
of any action, staring straight ahead with a strange look of mingled autoganee and humility as he
slowly recovers his forces.‘When he left the seminary,’ says Iremashvili, ‘he took with him a
ferocious and enduring hatred against the college administration, against the bourgeoisie,
against everything in the country that embodied Tsarism. He had an overwhelming hatred
against all authority.’Chapter Three – The Young AgitatorThe early years of a revolutionary are
often shadowy and insubstantial, leaving no record in history except the occasional reports of
police officers and the bland photo-graphs which appear in police files. Furtive, silent, strangely
incoherent when he permits himself to speak, the young revolutionary usually gives the



impression of a man who lives on the margins of existence, hating the world which he feels
called upon to remake in his own nebulous image. His adolescence extends into his manhood;
he does not know where he is going; uncertainty becomes a way of life. The rage within him —
that rage which makes him a revolutionary — feeds triumphantly on his misery.So it was with
Stalin. There are long periods in his early life when he almost disappears from sight, a shadow
among shadows. We see him briefly lurking near the railway yards of Tiflis, vanishing for a while
to become a book-keeper in the Observatory, agitating in a tobacco factory and the boot and
shoe factory where his father once worked, always poor, always restless, leaving so few traces
that sometimes we have the feeling he spent most of these years sitting in a dark corner and
communing with himself. Of this period there were no writings which can be said to have been
indisputably written by him. Such writings as there are, existing in Russian translation from the
Georgian, are unsigned editorials in a party newspaper, occasional pamphlets, and a few letters
which give the appearance of being heavily edited. After 1896 he wrote no more poems, or if he
did they were never printed. His speeches, if he delivered them, went unrecorded, and no one
troubled to remember the ideas he expressed in the Marxist study circles which he claimed to
have led. Between May 1899 and November 1904 there is a broad gap filled with a few uncertain
dates and shadowy assertions that he was the leader of a vast underground movement.At
various times Stalin would refer to this period of his life, but always reluctantly and apparently
without any deep interest. For the biographical chronicle which forms the Appendix of the first
volume of his Collected Works the dates and descriptions of his actions are brief to the point of
effrontery. Here, for example, is all he wished to remember about the years 1899 and
1900:1899May 29:  J. V. Stalin is expelled from the Tiflis Theological Seminary for propagating
Marxism.December 28: J. V. Stalin starts work at the Tiflis Physical Observatory.1900April 23:
J. V. Stalin addresses a workers’ May Day meeting in the region of Salt Lake, on the outskirts of
Tiflis.Summer: J. V. Stalin establishes contact with V. K. Kurnatovsky, a well-known supporter of
Lenin’s Iskra, who had arrived in Tiflis for party work.August: J. V. Stalin leads a mass strike of
the Central Railway Workshops in Tiflis.[16]Stalin wishes us to believe that at the age of twenty
he was already a disciplined revolutionary and strike leader with an important position in Tiflis
revolutionary circles, but the role he actually played seems to have been a minor one. These
were the years when he was feeling his way, never quite sure which direction to take. He was
reading voluminously, catching up with the time lost in the theological seminary, and learning
from the young workmen in the railway depots about life in other parts of Russia. The railway
workers were traditionally the most revolutionary, and he had a lot to learn from them.Of the
seven-month period between his expulsion from the theological seminary and his job at the
Observatory nothing is known. He probably returned to Gori to stay with his mother for a while,
for he always returned to her when he was in trouble. Afterwards he seems to have made a
casual living in Tiflis as a tutor to rich men’s children. The job at the Observatory was poorly paid.
According to one of his fellow revolutionaries he was employed to make astronomical
observations with the aid of intricate instruments, a task demanding great nervous concentration



and patience, but this is to give him credit for more scientific knowledge than he possessed. The
police archives listed him as a book-keeper.The Observatory stood in a pleasant park between
the Kura river and the Mikhailovsky Prospect, one of those long roads which cut through the
whole northern part of the town. It was next to the military academy and only a few minutes walk
from the railroad station. Stalin lived in a small, barely furnished single room on the Mikhailovsky
Prospect. Iremashvili, who often visited the room, described it as forbiddingly austere, the chief
article of furniture being a table piled high with books and pamphlets, with the works of
Plekhanov and Lenin notably prominent. When at home, Stalin was accustomed to wear an old
black blouse in the Russian style, and there would be a red scarf round his neck to demonstrate
his political leanings. The blouse was usually dirty and his shoes unpolished; and he wore this
uniform not so much because he was poor as because these rumpled clothes formed part of his
continuing protest against the detested bourgeoisie. He was slovenly, but self-consciously
slovenly; and he would not be seen dead in a white collar or a European suit.His work at the
Observatory left his evenings free; it also gave him a useful refuge from too much vigilance by
the police. For the first time in his life he was enjoying his privacy. Books were his passion, and
he haunted the second-hand bookstores and spent all his spare cash on them. When he was
not reading, he would saunter down to the railroad station and talk with the workers in the engine
sheds. He was well known to them; his views carried weight; and there were always small groups
prepared to listen to his expositions of Marxist theory. At the age of twenty he was by no means
a revolutionary leader. Men like Noah Jordania and Sylvester Djibladze carried far more
authority and were regarded with far greater respect. In those years Stalin was like a young
priest attending to the needs of his first parish, while Jordania and Djibladze superintended the
entire episcopal see.About this time the mayevka, the May Day parade, was being introduced in
Russia. It was still a tentative affair, with no roots in the country, and no one knew quite what to
do with it. Some of the workers decided to hold a secret mayevka, not in Tiflis itself, but in the
hills outside. So secret was the meeting place that only a handful of workers were told about it.
The rest were given instructions to meet in the suburb of Nakhalovka. Then they were to go in
small groups to the Monastery of St Antony, where they would be told the next stage of the
journey after giving the password. The journey was made in the early hours of the morning.
Small lamps gleamed, they spoke only in whispers, there was an air of subdued excitement and
expectancy. Sergo Alliluiev, one of the railroadmen who took part in the mayevka, was reminded
of a pilgrimage: they were like conspirators making their way secretly to some mysterious and
holy place.Towards dawn, having whispered the password to perhaps a dozen pickets, they
came to a place in the mountains called Salt Lake. It was Sunday morning, and they could hear
the bells of a monastery. There was a light mist on the mountains, but soon the rising sun burned
the mist away. Then they unfurled their red banners on which someone had roughly sketched the
features of Marx and Engels; the banners were inscribed in Russian, Armenian and Georgian.
Later they sang the ‘Marseillaise, not in French but in the more formidable and bloodthirsty
Russian version. Sergo Alliluiev says that about five hundred workers were. present, and many



of them had tears in their eyes as they saw the banners cracking in the wind.After the
‘Marseillaise’ came the speakers, who addressed the crowd, telling them of the significance of
this first mayevka, and how it portended the coming revolution. Writing many years later Alliluiev
could remember only four speakers — Vano Sturua, Zachar Chodrishvili, Mikho Bochoridze and
Stalin. The first three were workmen. Many others spoke, for Alliluiev mentions that they were
addressed by revolutionary intellectuals, railroadmen and factory workers. He could not
remember what Stalin said; only that he was present and said a few words. It was evidently not a
striking speech, and it was memorable only because it was the first time that Stalin spoke in
public.An hour or two later they shouted: ‘Long live the first of May! Down with the autocracy!’
Then they descended the mountain and went furtively to their own homes.Stalin was still the
amateur revolutionary, living on the margins of life, enjoying conspiracy for its own sake. Like
Conrad’s revolutionary ‘he walked frail, insignificant, shabby, miserable’. How shabby and
miserable we know from those curious broken anecdotes which Stalin thirty years later related to
Henri Barbusse, when together they set out to write an authorized biography. Here is Stalin
speaking through the lips of Barbusse about those early days when he was still an apprentice
revolutionary:He was penniless. Comrade Ninua and a few others gave him food, in about 1900
in Tiflis, where he held discussions each evening in the eight circles which he directed.One of
the most important supplemental parts of the agitator’s work consisted in hiding himself. At Tiflis
is shown a house which contained one of the ‘illegal hiding places’ of the man whose career we
are following. With its slim little columns, its covered balcony and its narrow ogival double doors,
the house is like a great many other houses in Tiflis, which was the first condition it had to fulfil in
view of the use to which it was being put.He would appear suddenly at meetings, and would sit
down without a word and listen until the time came for him to speak. He was always
accompanied by two or three comrades, one of whom would keep watch by the door. He would
not speak for long. If he took a train journey, he would take endless trouble to throw people off
the track.He was at that secret meeting which was held near the wings of a theatre, so that when
the police surrounded the building, they had only to break down a door and mix with the
audience with a look of absorbed attention on their faces.He walked into the huge Popoff library.
He asked for a book of Belinsky’s, which he had begun to read attentively, all the time keeping
an eye on the manoeuvres of one of the assistants, to whom he handed, unseen and
unrecognized by anyone, two false passports. They were to secure the escape of two comrades
whom the police intended to arrest a little later — a little too late.[17]So Stalin remembered
those years — the small house with the slender columns, the dark wings of a theatre, the
bookshop belonging to a devout monarchist where the clerks acted as revolutionary couriers,
and the interminable secret meetings where he waited patiently and spoke only briefly, vanishing
into the dark with the two or three comrades who watched over his safety. We never learn what
happened to the two false passports or whether the police succeeded in trapping the
revolutionaries hiding in the wings of a theatre. What one remembers most is the poverty in the
midst of shady conspiracies and the ‘narrow ogival double doors,’ behind which Stalin spent so



much of his time hiding.There was need to hide, for the conspiracies were real, dangerous and
carefully watched by the police. All through the spring and summer the workers were coming out
on strike; strikebreakers were brought in; informers found their way into the secret Marxist
organizations; there was war between the police and the workers. The revolutionaries however
were still feeling their way. Jordania and Djibladze were moderate Marxists, followers of
Plekhanov, with no illusions about seizing power by force.In the summer of 1900 a slight,
distinguished-looking man arrived in Tiflis as the personal emissary of Lenin. His name was
Victor Kurnatovsky and he was by profession a chemical engineer, having graduated from the
Zurich Polytechnical Institute. He was also an experienced revolutionary, having begun his
revolutionary activity as a member of the terrorist organization of the Narodnaya Volya. He had
spent six years of his life in exile, first in Archangel and then in Minusinsk, where he came to
know Lenin, who was exiled in the nearby village of Shushenskoye. They were devoted to one
another, and on all essential matters they were in complete agreement. Kurnatovsky was one of
the seventeen Social Democrats who signed Lenin’s ‘A Protest by Russian Social Democrats’
against a famous ‘Credo’ drawn up by Ekaterina Kuskova, who had pleaded for a moderate
socialistic programme. Like Lenin he was an activist, who cared less for the programme than for
seizing power.Kurnatovsky’s arrival in Tiflis was the signal for a more determined revolutionary
policy. In his quiet way he was a capable inciter of unrest. The workers of Tiflis found him
generous with carefully considered advice; a testimonial written by men who shared his
imprisonment in Tiflis jail, discovered many years later, says: ‘All the comrades went to
Kurnatovsky with their disagreements and disputes. His opinions and conclusions were always
accepted without objections. Kurnatovsky was a staunch and unyielding revolutionary.’ There is
no reason to doubt that this testimonial was written, but there is some reason to wonder whether
Stalin and Kurnatovsky were ever on close terms. In Beria’s Stalin’s Early Writings and Activities,
there can be found the forthright statement that on his arrival in Tiflis Kurnatovsky ‘established
close contact with Comrade Stalin and became his intimate friend and co-worker’. Stalin was
still- a comparatively obscure revolutionary. To suggest that he was an intimate friend and a co-
worker suggests a degree of prominence he had not yet attained. Such claims belong properly
to hagiography, and since they appear frequently in the works supervised and edited by Stalin
but infrequently elsewhere, we have a right to be on our guard against them.Nevertheless Stalin
was a practising revolutionary, filled with rage against society and instinctively aware that the
slow, cautious approach to socialism desired by Noah Jordania was lacking in excitement. He
wanted action — swift action. He looked forward to a rousing inayevka the following year, and he
seems to have taken some obscure part in the strike of the railroad workers in the late summer.
We know nothing about his activities during the winter, but there exists a circumstantial account
of a police raid on his apartment in the spring. The account was written by Vasso Berdzenishvili,
a former student at the theological seminary. The raid took place on the night of March 21st,
1901, and is notable chiefly because it throws some light on Stalin’s conspiratorial habits. When
Iremashvili visited Stalin the previous year, Stalin’s table was piled high with illegal literature.



Now he had learned to be more cautious, and the books and pamphlets were hidden under a
brick pile on the banks of the nearby river Kura. Here is Berdzenishvili’s account of the raid:They
burst into the room, asked who I was, who else lived in the apartment, and began their search.
They first ransacked my room, packed up and sealed certain legal publications of a Marxist
trend, drew up a protocol and gave it to me to sign. Then they proceeded to Comrade Stalin’s
room. They turned everything upside down, poked into every corner, shook out the bedding —
but found nothing. Comrade Stalin would always return a book after reading it and never kept it
at home. As to illegal pamphlets, we used to keep them concealed under a brick pile on the
banks of the Kura River. Comrade Stalin was very cautious in this respect. After searching the
second room, they again drew up a protocol, and went away empty-handed.[18]Earlier in the
day the police had already arrested Kurnatovsky and taken him to the Tiflis military prison,
effectively removing him from the scene. In the summer of 1903 he was exiled to Yakutsk after
spending two years in the Metekh fortress in Tiflis. Thereafter this unhappy man went from
prison to prison and from one place of exile to another. For taking part in a protest movement at
Yakutsk he was sentenced to twelve years’ penal servitude. Amnestied a year later, he joined a
group of railroad workers and soldiers returning from Manchuria, and took part in the formation
of the short-lived Chita Republic. General Rennenkampf marched on the republic, arrested the
leaders, and shot them out of hand. For some reason Kurnatovsky was not shot; instead he was
ordered to attend the execution of his friends and then sentenced to exile for life. In 1906 he
succeeded in escaping to Japan, made his way to Australia where he worked as a lumberjack,
reaching Paris four years later. He lived in a small room in the Boulevard Montparnasse, and
sometimes Lenin would visit him. At last, weary of violence, Kurnatovsky became a moderate
socialist, and there was the in-evitable break with Lenin. Poverty-stricken and forgotten, he died
in the autumn of 1912.Kurnatovsky was one of the unlucky ones, whose names are remembered
only in the footnotes of revolutionary histories. He had no gift for revolutionary survival; he had
neither Stalin’s caution nor Lenin’s ferocious determination. Yet he was a true portent of his
times, and he perished as Stalin and Lenin might very easily have perished.Caution indeed was
to remain one of the guiding principles of Stalin’s life. He had a habit of slipping away when
danger appeared. He would help to organize a demonstration, watch the first encounters
between the workers and the police, and then vanish. So it was at the first mayevka held in Tiflis
on April 22nd, 1901.There was nothing in the least tentative about this mayevka. The
revolutionaries were determined to make a show of strength, and two thousand demonstrators
appeared with their red flags on the Soldatsky market place near the Alexandrovsky Gardens in
the centre of the city. There was a prolonged melee, the police charging with drawn sabres, the
Cossacks with their nagaikas. It was the first time Stalin had taken any part in a direct
confrontation with the police, and he seems to have hovered on the outskirts, egging the
demonstrators on while not himself grappling with the police and the Cossacks. In Stalin’s Early
Writings and Activities Beria states categorically that Stalin ‘led’ the procession, but the words
‘led’, ‘directed’ and ‘guided’ appear so often in the book that they have the effect of counterfeit



coins. All that is certain is that Stalin was present, that he escaped in good time, and fled to
Gori.In this mayevka fourteen workers were injured, and some fifty were arrested. No one was
killed. The government was still sure of itself and there was as yet no need to set up machine
guns to mow down the demonstrators.Iremashvili, who saw Stalin a few days later in Gori, was
puzzled and perturbed by the strange exalted look on Stalin’s face, the glint in his eyes. He was
not hiding in his mother’s house, for the police had been searching for him ever since he had
escaped from their net a month earlier. His mother’s house was the first place they would go to.
He therefore hid out in the houses of friends and in the mountains, and sometimes at night he
would slip secretly into Iremashvili’s house to talk endlessly about the riot, and how there would
be an even better and bloodier mayevka the following year. How beautiful it had been, how full of
hope for the future!’ Not without alarm,’ wrote Iremashvili, ‘I realized that he was intoxicated by
the blood that flowed during the demonstration.’It was however only a very little blood. The
mayevka served its purpose by giving the government full warning that the revolutionaries were
on the march, but nearly seventy of the best revolutionary workers were put out of circulation.
The news reached Lenin’s Iskra some weeks later. ‘The event that took place on Sunday, April
22nd,’ said Iskra, ‘is of historic import for the entire Caucasus; this day marks the beginning of an
open revolutionary movement in the Caucasus.’ In its characteristic way Iskra was inclined to
attach greater importance to the demonstration than was warranted, for hundreds of
demonstrations were taking place that spring in Russia. The demonstration’s importance in
history lies in the fact that here Stalin first saw blood flowing in a street battle.More than ever he
was now the dedicated revolutionary, the outlaw, sleeping by day, moving about secretly at night.
From this period begins his use of a variety of revolutionary pseudonyms — David, Bars
(meaning Leopard), Gayoz Nizheradze, Besoshvili (meaning son of Beso), Zakhar Gregoryan
Melikyants, Ogoness Vartanovich Totomyants, and many others. These disguises were not very
effective, for reports from informers continued to reach police headquarters in which his real
name was clearly stated. To his friends he remained Koba or Soso, the affectionate form of
Joseph.About this time two of his friends gave him some excellent advice. They pointed out that
if he wanted to advance in revolutionary circles it was necessary for him to produce a body of
written work or at least a series of inflammatory articles. These two friends were Lado
Ketskhoveli and Alexander Tsulukidze. Of the two Ketskhoveli was the closer to Stalin, for he
was born in Gori and attended the Tiflis Theological Seminary, being expelled in 1893 after a
student riot. Ketskhoveli and Tsulukidze were gifted propagandists, and both died young —
Ketskhoveli was shot in his prison cell by Tsarist police in 1903 and Tsulukidze died of
tuberculosis two years later.Though Tsulukidze was the author of a number of Marxist pamphlets
and had acquired some celebrity for his interpretation of Marxist doctrine, Ketskhoveli was
generally regarded as the coming man, who would inevitably become a powerful revolutionary
leader. He was a handsome man, with a thick beard, a curling moustache, and a heavy shock of
wavy hair. He was less dogmatic than Tsulukidze, more prone to argument, a fiery speaker,
gentle and kind in his relations with people. He encouraged Stalin to write, and when in the



autumn of 1901 he was able to borrow enough money to bring out occasional issues of an illegal
Marxist magazine, Stalin was invited to become a collaborator. The magazine was called
Brdzola (The Struggle), and was printed in Baku.Stalin attached enormous importance to
Brdzola in his later years, and the reason is plain — his first writings on socialism appeared in it.
His articles for the magazine and for its successor Proletariatis Brdzola occupy the greater part
of the first two hundred pages of his Collected Works. Not all the articles he claimed to have
written were in fact written by him. He claimed for example the authorship of the leading article in
the first number, which is notable for its carefully reasoned and humble approach to the problem
of producing a Social Democratic literature. It is lucid, simple, and well argued; and lucidity,
simplicity, and straightforward argument were not Stalin’s strongest qualities. He had however a
gift for poetic rhetoric written in a liturgical style, and throughout his life, sometimes at the most
unexpected times, he would give vent to it. In the second number of Brdzola there appears a
long article called ‘The Russian Social Democratic Party and Its Immediate Tasks’, which begins
with a sober history of the development of the Social Democratic movement in Russia, and
suddenly launches into a kind of sustained liturgical chant which is printed as prose but is clearly
intended to have an accumulative poetic effect. The poet who had previously written To the
Moon is now grappling with another kind of poetry altogether — the poetry of incitement. With
the sevenfold repetition of the words ‘groaning under the yoke’, he achieves the effect of a
socialist hymn. He wrote:Groaning under the yoke are the Russian peasants, swollen with
interminable hunger, impoverished by the burden of taxes too heavy to be borne, thrown to the
mercy of bourgeois tradesmen and ‘well-born’ landlords.Groaning under the yoke are the small
town-dwellers, minor employees in government and private offices, and the minor officials, in a
word, the multitudes of small men belonging to the urban population, whose existence is just as
insecure as that of the working class and who have reason enough to be discontented with their
social position.Groaning under the yoke are the lower- and middle-class bourgeoisie who cannot
resign themselves to the Tsarist knout and the nagaika, especially those members of the
bourgeoisie who are educated, the so-called representatives of the liberal professions
(teachers, doctors, lawyers, university and high-school students).Groaning under the yoke are
the oppressed nationalities and religious communities in Russia, including the Poles, who have
been driven from their native land and whose most sacred feelings have been outraged, and the
Finns, whose rights and liberties, granted to them by history, have been arrogantly trampled
underfoot by the autocracy.Groaning under the yoke are the eternally persecuted and humiliated
Jews, deprived even of those miserable rights which are enjoyed by other Russian subjects —
the right to live where they choose, the right to attend school, the right to be employed in
government service, and so on.Groaning under the yoke are the Georgians, Armenians and
other nations who can neither learn in their own schools nor be employed by the state, and who
are compelled to submit to the shameful and oppressive policies of Russification which are so
zealously pursued by the autocracy.Groaning under the yoke are the many millions of members
of Russian religious sects who want to believe and worship according to the dictates of their own



conscience and not according to the wishes of the Orthodox priests.Groaning under the yoke...
[19]With these words, printed in the double number of Brdzola which appeared in December
1901, Stalin makes his first appearance as a revolutionary writer. The liturgical manner, of
course, derives from the long years of study in the theological seminary, but the content is
Marxist doctrine arranged according to his own private understanding, in an order which is
wholly his own. Significantly he begins with the Russian peasants ‘swollen with interminable
hunger’. Just as significantly he ends with a plea for freedom for the Russian religious sects, by
which, as a former seminarian turned atheist, he meant all those who strenuously opposed the
doctrines of the Orthodox Church.To those who followed Stalin’s subsequent career, fearful and
terrible ironies lurk in this hymn. One by one he enumerates the oppressed and humiliated
peoples of the Russian empire: the Poles, the Finns, the Georgians, the Armenians, and the
Jews, and he was to oppress and humiliate them more than they were ever oppressed and
humiliated by the Tsars. The shameful and oppressive policies of ‘Russification’ — Stalin had
printed the word in specially thick type in order to express his disgust — were to become his
own policies. The lower- and middle-class bourgeoisie, to whom he devotes two separate and
ambiguous litanies, were to suffer the full weight of his murderous contempt, while the Russian
religious sects were to be reduced to silence and legislated out of existence. He was to exact a
terrible vengeance from every one of the classes and nationalities who were ‘groaning under the
yoke’. It is as though at the very beginning of his career as a revolutionary he had already
marked out those he would destroy, hating them because they were weak, because they were
suffering, and because they were oppressed.The first writings of men who achieve great
prominence are rarely so illuminating. Their ultimate purposes tend to remain obscure and ill-
defined; they are hesitant and scarcely know where they are going. Stalin seems to have known
where he was going. His poems suggest his thirst for grandeur and for high position, while his
first prose hints at an overwhelming contempt. Strangely he was most contemptuous when he
spoke of ‘the many millions of members of Russian religious sects who want to believe and
worship according to the dictates of their own conscience’. As a Marxist he could have no
sympathy for them, as an atheist he could only despise them, and he therefore introduced them
only to represent his private hatred of the Orthodox Church.So, too, when he speaks of the
‘minor officials’ and ‘the lower- and middle-class bourgeoisie’ as ‘groaning under the yoke’, we
recognize that he had no sympathy for them and had long ago declared war on them, for they
belonged precisely to the class which the Social Democrats found most despicable.Strangely,
too, he felt no need to introduce the working classes into his litany. Indeed, throughout the article
which amounts to some twelve pages, they are barely mentioned. Towards the end he wonders
aloud whether they will seize power or whether they will drag their tails, acting merely as ‘an
auxiliary force of the bourgeoisie’, but the argument is not pursued at any length, and seems not
to have interested him.What interested him chiefly, as we might suspect, was the prodigious use
that could be made of street demonstrations. For page after page he describes their
advantages, the way they attract the attention of the public and create ‘the favourable soil where



we can audaciously sow the seeds of socialistic ideas and political freedom’. Even the timid will
be sucked into the turmoil. They will come out and watch, and they will understand instinctively
what the fighting is all about. The police had made it almost impossible for the revolutionaries to
distribute illegal literature, but the police could not prevent street demonstrations, and by fighting
the demonstrators they only made it more certain that the sympathies of the onlookers would be
aroused ‘as they hear free voices calling upon them to join the struggle and stirring songs
denouncing the existing system and exposing our social evils’.When he speaks of those who
watch but take no part in the demonstrations, Stalin is curiously revealing. He speaks about
them at some length, a little too insistently, and once more there is the chanting refrain:The
‘curious onlooker’ of today will become the demonstrator tomorrow.The ‘curious onlooker’
ceases to be indifferent to the whistling sound of the sabre and the nagaika.The ‘curious
onlooker’ observes that the demonstrators have assembled in the streets to express their wishes
and demands, and the government retaliates with beatings and brutal suppression.The ‘curious
onlooker’ no longer runs away from the whistling of the nagaika, but instead draws nearer, and
the whips can no longer distinguish where the ‘curious onlooker’ ends and the demonstrator
begins.The whip serves us in good stead, for it hastens the revolutionizing of the ‘curious
onlooker’.[20]What Stalin is saying is that the more blood shed by innocent people, the better it
is for the revolution. It pleases him, as he says, that the whip will fall indifferently on the backs of
the young and the old, of women and children, for the more they suffer and the more they are
sucked into the demonstrations the more both the government and the people will be roused to
fury, and the more excesses will be committed. The whip, long a weapon of oppression, will be
transformed into an instrument for arousing the people.Stalin was twenty-one when he
announced his cruel theory. The sadistic streak, which was so often observed in him, appears in
his first published writings.Not that the theory was wholly original with him. It has a respectable
ancestry, and can be found in Tkachev and Nechayev, the revolutionaries of an earlier epoch
who demonstrated that morality had no place in a Russian revolution; all weapons, including
those which were absolutely immoral, were permitted to the revolutionaries. In their eyes morality
was expendable.Stalin. however. seems to have stumbled upon the idea as the result of
personal experience. There is more than a suspicion that he was himself the ‘curious onlooker’,
drunk with thoughts of violence, fascinated by the whistling of the whips and in his imagination
glorying in the sight of the whips falling on the backs of women and children. As we have seen,
he took little or no part in the mayevka in Tiflis in the spring of 1901. Sergo Alliluiev, Stalin’s future
father-in-law, did take some part in it, and there is not a word about Stalin being present in his
autobiography, which was first published in the magazine Oktyabr in 1942, at a time when it was
convenient to glorify Stalin. He had known Stalin for some time and would have had no difficulty
in recognizing him. If he had seen Stalin during the mêlée, he would have had every reason to
mention it.In his account of the mayevka Sergo Alliluiev mentions Stalin once, not as a leader
but as a man who made a particularly crafty suggestion about how the demonstrators could
protect themselves. He tells how he was walking towards the Soldatsky market place when he



saw a man wearing a warm overcoat and a Caucasian sheepskin hat. It struck him as strange
that a man should be wearing such heavy clothes on such a hot day, and then he saw that it was
Vano Sturua, a young revolutionary who was a close friend of Stalin. The following conversation
took place:‘Are you ill?’ I asked him.Vano raised his hat and smiled at me.‘No, I’m quite
well.’‘Then why on earth are you dressed like this?’‘Soso told me to.’‘What has Soso to do with
it?’Vano leaned forward and whispered in my ear.‘You have to understand that I and some others
are going to take our places at the head of the group...Do you understand now? What it means
is that we shall receive the first blows of the Cossacks’ nagaikas. The coat and the hat will soften
the blow. Understand?’‘Yes, I understand.’‘Clever, isn’t it?’[21]Clever it was, but in the light of
Stalin’s repeated assertions in Brdzola written a few months later that the chief purpose of a
demonstration was to suck in innocent spectators including old men, women and children, his
cleverness acquires an ominous character. Already he had become the inventor of cunning
stratagems. In the spring of 1901 the scale was paltry — a heavy coat against a whip. Later he
would invent far more terrible stratagems to soften imaginary blows.Already his character was
formed. Bold, clever, assertive, completely unscrupulous, he had all the makings of a
revolutionary except for one quality which was rare among the revolutionaries of his time — he
was a coward. We never see him taking part in strikes or demonstrations where there is any real
danger. He lurks in the background, gives whispered orders, vanishes, and only reappears when
the coast is clear. He is not among those who attack the Bastille with their bare hands; he is
among those who incite the mob from the side streets, and then slip quietly away.Among the
Social Democrats in Tiflis he was known for his sharp tongue, his assertiveness, his genuine
revolutionary passion. No one doubted that he was a determined enemy of society, but there
were some who wondered whether he was also the determined enemy of other revolutionaries.
He conspired against the state, but he also conspired against the other Social Democrats. When
in November 1901 it was decided to break away from the Messame Dasy and to form a more
activist party, the revolutionaries met secretly in the working-class district of Avlabar in Tiflis and
elected a nine-man committee, headed by Sylvester Djibladze, the fiery student who had once
slapped the Rector of the theological seminary. Relations between Djibladze and Stalin were
strained, and the reason soon became clear. Stalin was angry because Djibladze had become
head of the organization, a position he wanted for himself.The first meeting took place on
November 11th, and was followed by another meeting two weeks later. The proposal had been
made that the committee, which consisted entirely of intellectuals, should be broadened to
include workmen. Stalin protested vehemently, on the strange grounds that the workmen were
not intelligent enough to become members. In his view, only intellectuals could form the
revolutionary elite. Addressing the workmen who were present, he said: ‘All they do is flatter you!
I ask you, are there among the workers present even one or two of you who are suitable for the
committee? Tell the truth! Place your hands on your hearts!’ The workmen were not particularly
impressed by the speech, and accordingly went on to vote their own representatives on the
committee.[22]The story is told in Arkomed’s The Workingclass Movement and Social



Democracy in Georgia, published in 1910. The name of Djugashvili was not mentioned, perhaps
because Arkomed had forgotten it; it was an easy name to forget and even Lenin sometimes
forgot it. Instead, Arkomed refers to him as ‘a young, indiscriminately energetic and wholly intel-
ligent comrade’, and there is no reason to doubt that he is describing Stalin. ‘The
aforementioned young comrade,’ Arkomed continues, ‘transferred his activity from Tiflis to
Batum, whence the Tiflis comrades heard about his incorrect behaviour and his hostile and
disorganizing agitation against the Tiflis organization and its workers.’Stalin was not expelled
from the Tiflis organization: he was simply permitted to leave. Djibladze, who had once liked him
and now cordially detested him, seems to have suggested that everyone, and especially the
workers, would be happy if he absented himself from Tiflis for a while. A few days later he
slipped out of Tiflis and made his way to the coastal city on the Black Sea.Chapter Four – The
ConspiratorAt the turn of the century Batum looked like an overgrown Turkish village. There were
still signs in Turkish; the muezzin sounded from the minarets; there were blue-tiled fountains in
all the palm-shaded streets. Half the population spoke Turkish, which was not surprising
because the town only fell into Russian hands at the end of the Russo-Turkish war of 1878. The
population was 30,000, and some five thousand workmen were employed in the oil depots along
the sea front. The oil came by railroad from Baku, and from Batum it was exported to the
West.When Stalin came to Batum, he was confronted with difficulties he never had to face in
Tiflis. No one knew him; the town was so small that it was difficult to hide in; there already existed
a small Social Democratic organization among the workers. This was being led by Nikolay
Chkheidze, a heavyset no-nonsense kind of man, devoted to his principles. Chkheidze was to
become the chairman of the Petrograd Soviet after the February revolution in 1917. In the name
of the revolution he was to welcome Lenin at the Finland Station, making a little speech in which
he warned the Bolshevik leader against divisive tactics and any attempt to sabotage the
revolution. He had an intense dislike for conspiratorial activity, and he seems to have recognized
at once that Stalin rejoiced in conspiracy for its own sake. Within a few weeks he was sending
messages to Tiflis, urging the recall of the young revolutionary, complaining that he was stirring
up trouble and was altogether too energetic in preaching armed action to the workmen. He
called Stalin ‘a disorganizer’ and ‘a madman’. Many years later Stalin remarked that Chkheidze
was fainthearted, and Soviet historians accordingly depicted him as a man who walked languidly
among the palm trees, hoping that nothing would happen to disturb his peace.We have a few
brief accounts of Stalin’s stay in Batum, not all of them reliable. Writing many years later,
workmen remembered, or thought they remembered, fragments of his speeches. ‘The work is
going too slowly,’ he said. ‘We need to force the pace of the revolutionary movement, comrades.’
Or again: ‘Comrades, they have sent me to discuss matters with you. As you know, the workers
of Tiflis have been aroused from their sleep and they are engaged in war with their enemies. The
workers of Batum are still sleeping peacefully. I advise you to follow the example of the Tiflis
workers and to go hand in hand with them against the common enemy.’ Or again: ‘We need the
masses, and only the masses! Without them we shall accomplish nothing!’Much of the time he



was in hiding. At one period he moved into the house of an old Muslim, Khashim Smirba, who
lived in an Abkhazian village nearby. From time to time members of the illegal organization would
come to the house disguised as women, covering their faces with chadras, the long dark veils
worn by Caucasian women, and the Muslims in the village would ponder the appearance of
these strangers who walked like men but dressed like women. Sometimes they could be seen
carrying paper in their hands when they left the house, and so it dawned on the villagers that
they were engaged in counterfeiting money. They knew there was a printing press in the house,
and surely the only useful service of a printing press in such a remote place was to make
counterfeit money. They debated the question at length, and old Khashim Smirba had some
difficulty in explaining Stalin’s presence to the villagers. Probably the idea of disguising his
visitors as women came from Stalin, for it was typical of him. Many years later in St Petersburg
he was himself arrested while disguised as a woman, his face heavily painted to hide the
pockmarks, his head half hidden in a capacious hood. The policemen arrested him because
they noticed he was wearing men’s boots.When Stalin came to power, Khashim Smirba was
often asked to relate his memories of the days when Stalin hid in his house. Sometimes he
would give free rein to his imagination. He remembered a dream in which he had seen Stalin as
a great military figure leading his armies across Georgia, and how the next morning he had
hurried to see Stalin and tell him about it.‘Never be afraid,’ he said, coming into the room.
‘Everything you do will turn out well.’‘How do you know?’ Stalin replied.‘I’ve just had a dream,
Soso,’ Khashim said. ‘What a dream! In my dream I saw you liberating the whole of the
Caucasus from Tsarist soldiers, and then it seemed to me that all of us would come to live
happily and freely.’A more likely story relates to Khashim’s efforts to make Stalin embrace the
Moslem faith.‘You’re a good man, Soso,’ Khashim said one day in a complaining voice. ‘It’s a pity
you are not a Moslem.’‘What would happen if I became a Moslem?’‘I will tell you. I will choose for
you a wife more beautiful than any you ever saw. Now do you want to become a Moslem?’‘Yes,’
said Stalin. ‘I’ll gladly become a Moslem.’[23]Conversations of this kind may well have taken
place in that obscure and primitive village on the outskirts of Batum. It was a good hiding place
for a small hand press and a revolutionary busy writing inflammatory manifestoes, chiefly
addressed to the workers in the Rothschild and Mantashev factories, who were appallingly
overworked and underpaid, and therefore ripe for revolt.At this late date it is impossible to tell
how deeply Stalin was involved in the strikes, riots and demonstrations which broke out in the
early part of the year. In his biographical chronicle he claimed to have been the organizer of two
strikes, and to have led the demonstration which followed the arrest of thirty-two strikers from the
Rothschild plant. The demonstrators, numbering some four hundred, marched on the prison on
March 8th to demand the release of the strikers. Receiving no satisfaction, they dispersed and
during the night arranged for a general strike and a far more impressive demonstration. The next
day all the workers of Batum marched on the offices of the military governor, the real ruler of
Batum. They marched in well-formed ranks, and they were unarmed. Two workmen, Khimiryants
and Gogoberidze, were selected as spokesmen to demand the release of the strikers. The



military governor gave orders for the crowd to disperse, and when it refused, soldiers were
ordered to clear the square with rifle butts. The workers lost patience, hurled stones at the
soldiers, and there was confused rioting. When it was over fourteen workers had been killed and
fifty-four wounded, and some five hundred were under arrest.The massacre at Batum electrified
the country, for though street riots and demonstrations were frequent, the military were under
orders to use nothing more lethal than rifle butts and nagaikas to disperse the mobs. An official
inquiry was opened. The evidence showed that the workers had come out in an orderly fashion,
there were no leaders, and the demonstration was completely spontaneous. The name of
Djugashvili was not mentioned during the public inquiry, and in the long and circumstantial
account of the affair which was printed in Iskra many months later there is no suggestion that the
demonstration was led by the local organization of the Social Democratic party.Stalin’s role in
the Batum riots remains a mystery. To Henri Barbusse he was to say many years later that he
placed himself at the head of the demonstration ‘like a target’. Yaroslaysky, writing an official
biography of Stalin, describes him as standing ‘in the midst of the turbulent sea of workers,
personally directing the movement’, and quoting an old Batum worker called Darakhvelidze, he
tells how Stalin carried a wounded comrade off the scene. The accounts of other workmen who
were present, written for a memorial volume published when Stalin was at the height of his
power, are equally unconvincing. He seems not to have been present. He had helped to fan the
flames with his leaflets and manifestoes, but it is only remotely possible that he was present
when the firing broke out.In his biographical chronicle he claimed that he led a workers’
demonstration organized ‘in connection with the funeral of the victims’. The word ‘led’ occurs
constantly in the biographical chronicle, and would seem to have a variety of meanings ranging
from ‘took direct command of to ‘had some remote connection with’. His sole connection with
the funeral seems to have been a leaflet he wrote in his characteristic liturgical style, in which he
addressed the dead workmen:All honour to you who have laid down your lives for the truth!All
honour to the breasts that suckled you!All honour to those whose brows are adorned with the
crowns of the martyrs, and who with pale and faltering lips breathed words of struggle in your
hour of death!All honour to your shades that hover over us and whisper in our ears, ‘Avenge our
blood!’[24]For another three weeks he remained free, printing his inflammatory leaflets which
were sometimes distributed by old Khashim Smirba outside the factory gates, and holding
secret meetings in the local Muslim cemetery where for a while the type for the hand press was
hidden. For months the police had been searching for him. They caught up with him at last in the
apartment of the workman Darakhvelidze. Stalin told Henri Barbusse that he heard the police
mounting the stairs, and simply went on smoking a cigarette, saying to a friend who was
frightened: ‘It’s nothing to worry about!’ The house was. surrounded, and there was no
escape.The confidential police report on the arrest has survived. The first page reads:SecretTo
the Chief of Police of the City of Batum: April 1902REPORTI have the honour to inform Your
Excellency that last night, at midnight, I gave orders to surround the house of Russadze, where,
according to the reports of our agents, a meeting of workers was taking place. In the apartment



of Darakhvelidze, a worker in the Mantashev factory, I found the following persons: Joseph
Djugashvili, dismissed from the Theological Seminary, of no fixed address, living without a
passport in Batum, where he attends the sixth form of the local school for boys...[25]If this report
is accurate — and there seems to be no particular reason to doubt its authenticity — Stalin had
returned to school at the age of twenty-two. Presumably he felt no need to complete his
education; it was simply that school provided an excellent alibi for a dedicated revolutionary.For
a year and nine months Stalin was to remain a prisoner of the police. His stay in Batum had
lasted only four and a half months. He had accomplished little — far less than he was to claim,
but considerably more than his enemies were to claim for him. For the first time he had created a
small revolutionary movement of his own, numbering perhaps twenty people, of whom he was
the acknowledged leader. He had created this movement without the help of the Tiflis
organization and in defiance of the local organization. For the first time, too, he enjoyed the use
of a secret printing press, seeing his own manifestoes in print shortly after he had written them.
Although none of his writings of this period has survived except for the poem on the Batum
massacre, it was clearly a time of furious intellectual development. He had extended his range of
stratagems, worn many disguises, and learned how to give orders.Shortly after his arrest he was
photographed in profile and in full face. These photographs from the police files survive, and
though the one taken in full face is considerably touched up, and gives him something of the
appearance of a professional seducer, the photographs taken together form a satisfactory
portrait of the man. There is something dashing about him in his European coat with his
checkered red-and-white scarf. He has a small, carefully trimmed moustache and the
beginnings of a beard. The thick brown hair is piled forward in a fashionable manner and grows
thickly over the nape of his neck. He is alert, arrogant, rather pleased with himself. One imagines
that Bazarov, the young revolutionary in Turgenev’s Fathers and Sons, would have looked like
that. There is no fat on him, and he is recognizably ‘the young, indiscriminately energetic and
wholly intelligent comrade’ of Arkomed’s description.A police description provided by Colonel of
the Gendarmerie Shabelsky, made out on June 17th, two months after his arrest, when he was
transferred to a new prison in Kutais, reads: ‘Height 2 arshins, 4½ vershocks [just under 5 feet 4
inches]. Body medium. Age 23. Special features: Second and third toes of the left foot attached.
Appearance: Ordinary. Hair: dark brown. Beard and moustaches: Brown. Nose straight and long.
Face long, swarthy and pock-marked.’ The police noticed the slight deformity of the toes, but
overlooked the damaged left arm. This is not particularly strange, because the physical
examination of the prisoners was usually conducted cursorily, not by doctors but by the police,
who searched them carefully but rarely undressed them.[26]A curious incident occurred shortly
after Stalin’s arrest. According to the local police files someone threw two notes out of a window
into the prison yard. It was the day when visitors were permitted to see the prisoners, but Stalin
was being held incommunicado and throwing these notes out of the window was his sole
method of reaching the outside world. Two of these notes were intercepted by the prison guards,
and though they were unsigned they had no great difficulty in tracing them to Stalin. The first



note asked the finder to get in touch immediately with Joseph Iremashvili in Gori and to tell him:
‘Soso Djugashvili has been arrested. Please go at once to his mother and say that if a gendarme
should ask her “When did thy son leave Gori”, she must answer, “He was here all summer and
winter until the fifteenth of March”.’ The second note was addressed to Elizabedashvili, a
teacher, telling him that in spite of reverses the struggle would go on. These notes were
immediately taken to Captain of the Gendarmerie Djakeli and orders were sent out for the
interrogation of Iremashvili and Elizabedashvili. Iremashvili’s lodgings were searched, but he was
not arrested; he was living the life of a quiet schoolmaster in Gori and it was obvious that he
shared none of Stalin’s political leanings. Elizabedashvili, however, was arrested, and it was little
comfort to him that he owed his arrest to Stalin’s carelessness in throwing a note blindly out of a
window.Some light on this curious incident is thrown by Iremashvili himself. Writing in 1932,
more than thirty years after the event, he described how two mysterious visitors came to his
home in Gori:Shortly after May 1st, 1902, two men came to my home in Gori late at night,
demanding entrance by a soft tapping. On their frightened faces could be read the knowledge
that they had come on a secret mission.‘We are workmen from the Mantashev petroleum factory
at Batum,’ they said. ‘Koba sends us to you with this note. The police are searching for the leader
of the recent bloody mayevka which took place there. If the police come to you, you are to say he
was in Gori in May. He will rely on your testimony.’Then they said: ‘Koba led the demonstration
against the police. The police fired at the demonstrators, who fought back with cobblestones. On
both sides there are many dead, and more wounded. The jails in Batum are full.’I gave the
messengers the assurance that I would do as Koba wished.[27]Now it is obvious that the record
in the police files at Batum and the recollections of Iremashvili refer to the same event — not to
the mayevka at Batum, but to the massacre which took place on March 22nd. Stalin was
arrested on April 18th, and the police files record that the notes were found in the courtyard
three days later. Iremashvili was therefore wrong about the date, but there is no reason to doubt
that the messengers did come to him with the demand that he should swear false
testimony.Who were the messengers? Evidently they were not casual visitors who had picked
up the notes in the prison courtyard, but members of Stalin’s small organization, who knew what
was expected of them. When they said that Stalin led the demonstration against the police, they
were saying what Stalin wanted them to say, because he was already indulging in the pleasures
of inventing his own legend. But this would have to be conveyed in the greatest secrecy. If Stalin
had in fact led the demonstration, he would not have been sentenced to a term of imprisonment
but would have been executed for incitement to rebellion and direct responsibility for the deaths
of the workmen. Yet the trial showed conclusively that the demonstration arose spontaneously,
and there was not the least evidence to suggest that Stalin led it or that he placed himself at the
head of the demonstrators ‘as a target’. In his indictment he was not accused of leading the
demonstration: he was charged merely with being a member of an illegal political party.When
Stalin through his messengers claimed that he played a leading role, he was following a well-
known revolutionary tradition. There was classic authority for such inventions. In January 1869



Vera Zasulich received a letter in Nechayev’s handwriting, reading: ‘They are taking me to the
fortress. Do not lose heart, beloved comrades. Continue to have faith in me, and let us hope we
meet again.’ Nechayev, the first and in some ways the most terrifying of the professional
revolutionaries who were visited upon Russia, was conveying that he was about to be locked up
in the Peter and Paul fortress, reserved for the most dangerous political prisoners. At the time he
wrote the letter he was making his way to the frontier, disguised as a woman. With this message
to Vera Zasulich he began the cultivation of his own legend, which was later to reach towering
proportions.The police were concerned to discover whether Stalin had indeed played a leading
role in the demonstration, and he was therefore kept in jail until the official inquiry ended in the
late spring of the following year. At last on July 9th, 1903, he was sentenced to exile in Siberia for
three years. The slow and cumbrous machinery for deporting the prisoners to their place of exile
kept grinding away for a few more months, and it was not until the autumn, according to Beria, or
late November, according to Yaroslaysky, that he set out on the long journey to the village of
Novaya Uda in the guberniya of Irkutsk.For nearly a year and a half he had been in prison,
suffering the fate of having to obey higher authority, the fate that was most distasteful to him.
Prison in Tsarist Russia in the early years of the century was not unendurable provided the
prisoner obeyed a few simple rules. The primitive and overcrowded cells had to be kept clean,
prison officers had to be addressed by their titles, and their orders had to be obeyed instantly.
No demonstrations were permitted, no unauthorized letters could be received or sent out, and
efforts to subvert the guards were brutally punished. Prison life was largely a communal affair,
and the prison authorities acted with a mixture of paternalism and barbarism.What the prison
authorities feared most of all were the sudden explosions of anger and frustration which would
sometimes sweep from one cell to another until the whole prison was caught up in a storm of
shouts, screams, confused singing, the breaking of dishes and furniture. The whole prison would
become stir-crazy, and the guards would find themselves infected by the madness, which
always seemed to arise suddenly, without warning. If the guards had been sensible, they would
simply have kept quiet and let the storm exhaust itself. They were rarely sensible. Instead, they
ran from cell to cell, shouting insanely, screaming at the top of their lungs to the prisoners to
keep quiet, and adding to the confusion. Sometimes the prisoners would set fire to objects in
their cells, and this would produce the greatest panic among the guards, who would fire warning
shots in the air and search out the main culprits for exemplary punishment, but since the main
culprit was the madness which descends on overcrowded prisons, the punishments fell on the
guilty and innocent alike.While Stalin was in prison, there occurred in the fortress prison of
Metekh in Tiflis a famous incident of this kind, and the chief victim was Stalin’s friend Lado
Ketskhoveli, who had been editing and printing the illegal magazine Brdzola in Baku. Arrested in
Baku in September 1902, he had been transferred by administrative order to Tiflis, where he
was still awaiting trial eleven months later. He was a bad prisoner, always taunting the guards
and prison officers, incapable of settling down to prison routine. He was the revolutionary who
would never cease being a revolutionary, even in prison. The prison was overcrowded and



unbearably hot, and the prisoners were in a mood to provoke their guards. Ketskhoveli led them
in singing the ‘Marseillaise’, and during quieter moments he would stand at the window of his
cell and utter inflammatory speeches in his powerful voice, and the prisoners would answer with
a wild storm of applause and protest. Sergo Alliluiev was in a nearby cell. He describes in his
autobiography how he recognized the danger signals and shouted to Ketskhoveli to be quiet and
keep away from the window. Ketskhoveli was still shouting when a shot rang out. Then there was
silence, and Ketskhoveli’s voice was not heard again.The killing of prisoners was a rare event in
the early years of the century. The prison governor was appalled by the shooting, if only because
he realized the consequences, and he went about the prison, going from cell to cell, assuring the
prisoners that Ketskhoveli was not dead but wounded, and would shortly recover. Some time
later the prisoners learned the truth. At nine-thirty in the morning of August 17th, 1903, he had
been shot through the heart, dying instantaneously.The news must have reached Stalin a few
days later through the grapevine. For him it was like the death of a father. No one, not even
Kurnatovsky, had had such a profound effect on him. No one else had given him so much
encouragement. His first writings appeared in Ketskhoveli’s magazine, and there was a sense in
which he had deliberately modelled himself on the older man, whose murder in the fortress
prison of Metekh he must have regarded as only one more of the intolerable outrages committed
by the autocracy.It is worth while to pause over this murder, for it was to have fearful
consequences. For Stalin the murder of Ketskhoveli was not simply the result of a shot fired by
an overexcited guard; it was judicial murder, and the autocracy was directly responsible. The
Tsar himself, and every official wearing the Tsar’s uniform was implicated. Inevitably the murder
called for vengeance, and in good time Stalin was to exact vengeance on a scale
unprecedented in history. For him the murder of Ketskhoveli was final; it meant that there could
be no turning back. In the life of Stalin this murder correspon-ded to the hanging of Alexander
Ulyanov in the life of Lenin.Years later Stalin told Yenukidze that Ketskhoveli was the finest, most
gifted and most energetic revolutionary he had ever known, thus placing him above Lenin, and in
the pages of Beria’s Stalin’s Early Writings and Activities, the name of Ketskhoveli is given
special prominence. Usually the names of the revolutionaries mentioned in the book are given
with the surname prefixed by an initial: so we have V. Tsuladze, S. Mdivani, and so on. But when
Stalin, speaking through Beria, mentions Lado Ketskhoveli, he never employs the initial and
scarcely ever the surname. Alone among the revolutionaries he is called by his Christian name:
Lado.Unlike Ketskhoveli, Stalin appears to have been a model prisoner. He took no part in the
occasional savage outbreaks, reserving his strength for the future. His friend Kalandadze
remembered him as a man who carefully organized his life: so many hours for exercise, so many
for reading, so many for discussion with his fellow prisoners. Ketskhoveli had encouraged him to
study, and now that he had a prison library at his disposal he was reading voluminously, trying to
think out the next stage of the revolutionary struggle in Russia. He was not a man who read very
deeply or thought very profoundly, and one might expect accordingly that any change in
direction would come about as the result of an impulse outside him.The change came with the



Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Party which met in London in August 1903,
where Lenin brought about the split between the radical Bolsheviks and the moderate
Mensheviks. Lenin was determined to introduce a programme of direct action, including terror,
and to elevate the proletariat to the position of nominal leaders of the revolt, while reserving for a
small elite of the revolutionary intelligentsia the practical control of the revolution. The
programme, though outwardly Marxist, revealed the influence of the terrorist Narodnaya Volya of
the eighties, and the divergence between the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks was therefore one
which could never be healed. Some weeks later news of the split reached Stalin in prison, and it
may have pleased him to realize that he had played the same role in relation to the Messame
Dasy as Lenin had played in relation to the Russian Social Democratic Party, for he too, with
Ketskhoveli and Tsulukidze and a few others, had broken away from the parent body in favour of
a more rigidly conspiratorial programme.Many years later when the enemies of Stalin were
attempting to blacken him by discovering unsavoury incidents in his past, they found a prison
officer’s report written in 1911 describing him as ‘originally a Menshevik, later a Bolshevik’.
There was however nothing in his character to suggest that he had leanings towards the
moderate Menshevik programme. By instinct and training he favoured direct action. In Lenin he
recognized a man who was amoral and completely ruthless in his choice of instruments in the
war against society. The conspirator in Stalin found a fit object of worship in Lenin, and from this
time onward he regarded himself as Lenin’s faithful follower and comrade-in-arms.A week after
Lenin’s death Stalin addressed a memorial meeting at the Kremlin Military Academy. He told the
students he would not deliver a set speech on Lenin, for they had heard so many of these
speeches. Instead, he proposed to ‘throw some light on Lenin’s characteristics as a man and a
leader’. Inevitably the speech turned on Stalin’s meetings with Lenin, and their effect was to
throw more light on Stalin than on Lenin. No doubt this was his intention. He said:I first became
acquainted with Lenin in 1903. True, it was not a personal acquaintance, but one that came
about by correspondence. But it made an indelible impression on me, which has never left me
through all the years of my work in the party. I was then in exile in Siberia. My knowledge of the
revolutionary activities of Lenin since the end of the nineties, and especially after 1901, after the
appearance of Iskra, convinced me that in the person of Lenin we had a man of singular
attainments. In my eyes at that time he was not simply the leader of the party, he was its actual
creator, for he alone understood the inner essence and urgent needs of the party.
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Big Papa Dapa, “Stalin explained in depth. This was a bit of a hard read for me but for smarter
minds it is a very in depth analysis of Stalin and all his doings. From the depths of his childhood
to his ascension to power then his sudden demise.”

Al Singh, “A murderous clown. I certainly don't want to be insensitive to the memory of the
millions of people who were victimized by Stalin...but what appalled me when reading this book
was not so much his cruelty as his incredible stupidity. In these pages he comes across as a
clownish oaf, and his bumbling ineptness during the Second World War almost led to the
premature destruction of the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, incredibly, Stalin seemed to actually
believe the mythology that he created about himself...as a dictator he believed he could shape
reality into whatever he wanted it to be, and thus he made himself out to be the hero of the
Revolution, the savior of Russia, the greatest leader who ever lived. Since no one dared to
contradict these fantasies, he inevitably came to believe them. The mystery is not that such an
evil man could rise to power, but that such an abominably stupid man could become the most
powerful man in the world.  Fate seems to have a very sick sense of humor.”

Nikos, “Human monster. A facinating, thought provoking read about this monster put back in to
his human time and context. Who right to the end could only relate in death and hate.One
wonder if as he lay dying on the floor he thought back to his  seminary belief.”

Myshkin87, “Highly readable. I have read several bios on Stalin and I found this one to be the
most accessible. So much has been written about him that it's hard to know where to begin. In
my opinion, Robert Payne's book is a good place to start.”

Edward Thilborn, “A great writer.. The book is about 40 yr. old, but the writer is very gifted and
this is my third book of his. You will enjoy it.”

JW, “Robert Payne's Biographies. I also read this author's biography of Lenin. Some parts
repetitive but I learned a lot about communism. I can't understand how anyone today would want
to overthrow a democracy for communism.  Communism does not work in the real world.”

J M Bristow, “Worse than Hitler. Hitler sought to control all aspects of a person’s life, to
extinguish the pluralism of liberal democracy and establish a totalitarian state. First, it was a
totalitarianism of the Right. Despite his use of slave labour and the subjugation, tyranny and
mass murder of non ‘Aryan’ minorities competitive economics and free enterprise we’re not
questioned as long as they didn’t stand in the way of Nazi hegemony. Second, Hitler and
Germany lost and as a result we are more knowledgeable about the Holocaust and other
atrocities. What Robert Payne clearly reveals is that Stalin’s totalitarianism of the Left, despite its



social and Socialist credentials, imposed a greater burden on the Russian people than we in the
West commonly acknowledge. He was responsible for more inhuman incarcerations - the
Gulags- and the genocide of millions of opponents and races, all seemingly sanctioned by the
necessity to pursue the CommunistIdeology. ‘Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts
absolutely.‘ Payne demonstrates in his elegant and well researched prose that power in Stalin’s
hands knew no boundaries of corruption. And because its past and present leaders are equally
adept at hiding and manipulating history, despite Payne’s best efforts,Stalin remains an enigma.”

amateur critic 1, “Many new revelations about Stalin. Having read several biographies of Stalin
(Montefiore, Conquest, Service), I presumed that very little new information would be revealed in
any other biography, but I was very pleasantly surprised indeed. Payne writes very well in a
flowing narrative and gives plenty of insight into the mind and machinations of a monster, quite
frightening at times. For me, the most revealing aspect was that of his relationship with Lenin -
many facts emerged which made Stalin's later claim to be the successor and heir to Lenin's
achievements look even more questionable than ever before! In short, a long but never boring
read which covers Stalin's life from conception to burial and beyond. Highly recommended”

Hugh Quinn, “Stalin. A great book but a tough read , not an easy subject to cover in any detail ..
a in few words a murdering bastard on a scale never know to man .. forget about Hitler this guy
was streets ahead ..of killing people especially his own”

MR Paul Dobbs, “The Rise and Fall of Stalin. Startling and incredible book about the biggest
tyrant of all time. Like the book by Simon Montiefiore its an essential read. Excellent.”

Ayrshire Davie, “Interesting Story of Absolute Power. I enjoyed this book but it is tragic that
Stalin's paranoia led to the deaths of millions of innocent people.”

The book by Robert  Payne has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 53 people have provided feedback.
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